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Editor's Corner

STANLEY WENVBERO

In one trial t b t made national mws
a number of years;lpo,he wns representing
a mild-manneced fellow who hadmanaged
to convince a whole panel of doctors
at a Texas rtaw hospitd that he was a
bona fide medical pccitionec in order
to get hired. When the State discowted
that the good "doctot' had h o k w d
some documents from a physbian in
another Btate and had basictllty learned
his doctoring from a boob or two, t)lev
charged hlm with nnhwful practice of
medicine, a misdemeanor, and pe~jmy,
a felony. The pejwy charge a r u e because the State claimed the defendant
swore he was a doctor in some commitment proceedings as the hospital.
The defeadant wasn't practicing in&cine anymow, but in a br& in the trial,
Emmett and the other attorneys &eted
in the judge's chambets i n the midst
of the discussion, Emmett peeked out she
&or and noticed that his client was
quiedy sittiug i a g t aounael table, teading
one of Emmett's law hooks.
"Good Godl" Emmetc yelled, 'We's
wading a law book! We're a8 in trouble."
As a note, in passine; the good "doctor" was never convicted of perjury.
He l a m wound ulr heibinp. atfocneps
work up medical &alp&&
cases i s
an a d v h , Bgt, he never ttied a case,
we think,

l%
alla as 6bunty
@
Criminal Bar Asso&tion held a mohthly meeting the ofher
day with a full hame present-defense
atntmeysYS
qndidates for election, and
criminal district and county court judges
among the crowd. Evea a member of the
Texw Cmrt of Criminal Appeals was
present.
One of the ~peakersstepped up to
the podium-nisrtict Judge Tom Thorpe.
He adjusted his glasses, nodded toward
m e guest at a cr~wdedsable in front
of the judge, smiled and said: "Goodbye,
you old, bald-headed coot!"
The old, bald-headed coot grinned
hack at judge Thotpe, enjoying w e ~ y
moment
Ba&
. . . of the Dallas- Criminal
. .
.dightly raucous but tond farewell to
Enmatt Colvin.
We've put Emmett's picture on the
cover this month as a tribute to the
former TCDLA president who, if you
havent heard by now, iu leaving the
actiw practice of criminal law, and the
epurcroom, to become dean gf the
Nationd College fot C r W a l Defcnw,
headquartered at the Unhsnaity of WUIS DUGAS, JR.
Houston llollege of Law.
RUNS FOR DIRECTOR OF THE
Dalfas' loss is Houston's gdn.
Emmett's presence in the National
College and his influence on new and STATE4 BAR, THlRD DISTRICT
not-so-new n i m k l defense practitioners
can't help but be a great plus for the
Louis Dugas, Jr., secretary-wurer of
goals for which TDLA,its members and TCDLA, is mnning for director of the
State Bar h m the t b t d bar di#tbt.
every criminal defense lawyer strivm.
There was a lot o* laugbrer at the Beeides holdihg offbe in TCDLA, Mr.
Dallas County Grinrind Bar's program Dugas is secretq-breasucer of the Texas
in hartct of Bmmett. And, that's fitting, AssotW~ouof B w d Certified Criainal
A $en= of humor about himself, the Law Specialists, He has been practicing
law and the posecutors, defanse lawyers law in exfess of twenty years. Mr. DugaJ
and judges in his ptatiee, has always son joined in practice with his father
been me of Emmett%trademarks.
lasf yeas.

I remember walking into Emmett's
&ce many years ago as he hun-he
telqhoae, a big smiIe on his k e . He had
just finished s canfetence call with Frank
Maloney, Racehwse Haynes, Warten
Burnett, and a few others, swapping tales,
ideasand who knows what else.
What was the occasion? tiotb'mg
speeial. He just didntt have anything
prcsing at the m o m t and decided m
p iu touch with some of his friends.
Getting in touch with his friends $6 always
part of Emmetts practice.
'That's wwbat's so soright about the practice of law:' he told me. '? don't know
of any other wotk &ere I can dways
tatk to my fdends and have so miich fun."
He apparently always enjoyed advising
neophyte and veteran lawyers a r i .
Hi*door was always open. He was dways
gracious, always receptive, alwayg ready
to help yen through those tough ptoblems we aU face in the practice,
His friends in Dallas got to have same
fun with Emmett at the Dallas meeting.
He enjoyed hlmself to the &It. We're
sony re see h i leave Dallas, hut we're
excited about what hecan do asthe dean
of the National College. Besidea, we can
always set up a conference call.
we're not saying "goodbye," just
%&.I we s e you ag9in," you old, baldheaded coot.

Pregident's Report

Since our h t copy of the V O m ,
we have learned that TCDLA Past Res-

ident Emmett Cofvin has been m e d
dean of the Natfonal College of ch~~minal
CHARLES M. McDQNAL5
Defense Lawyers. Thk autdntment is
of the hihe; honor and-; very presti- falliag miswably. !Che foUowtrg s u w &us Belitom1 o f admization by his tianscometomind:
f e b w orimid defense lawyers Qur mast
sirleere mngcatulations are extended to 1. The aurhor should first and fwemast
Emmett, and we wishhim an the greatest articufare the notion, now W B @ ~ Y
moess.
orrertooked, that the ~ourcsand the
Seeing a fellow &ha1 defsnse attor- Jysfem in which t h y opera* are, fik 3. ~ h sauthor should be thorough%
ney achiem such an honor taupes me go dl human endeavarsI nem*riIy hnperthe lash k t .
C.~itmhIalju&?ePY;sfem tou~hes informed in
about the
b;e even m m concetned
and c ~ r n g e w e r typeof
y
human activity h". seeks to write about' A -&a*%
of refent @ti&
awesting in * w i n e s
every human being whom it .sere$! w d n a t i o n of the questkms must
and newpapera eritki&ng the various
n e c ~ a r i l ybe made
sOand~oine
aspects of the c E r ~ i n a l j u D ~ s y a&
~ t s mits ~mpe, if noohing eke, insures its
all
parties*
ia*
*he *ate,
e ~ p e r ? ~ l lcrimh[
y
defense attmneyr, imperfee&us. why d o a n i n ~ o t m e d ~ o ~ l e
the
defwse
counsel,
the
defendant,
the
genera' expect perfwion in the
In onr lwt copy aF the VQICE, &tot
trial judge, the juq, the appellate eowt
Wtvftiee
Vatern
and
Stanley weinberg made zefmnce to .a
whose god is to serve dyzes
and the&
public
A don
t ebut
r who
wfe* of zhe many problemsand prejudices el6eQA pmfesh
p e mas' swell.
impact.
a part
facing the c r i d defense aaorney h, ~0ci6fyand Promote rfre right* of the of these m$ittee is dokg a p
g
t disserxndividual should not suffer unwurranted
to&ay. HI^ wevWTkten,
cdrioism
for failing to achiese that *e and injustice to the people he aeks
reasoned edito~idgives us several reams
loo
pecce*k
but
g
d
he to inform, for he is in no way painting
fot seeking, to curb the enormous amount
a Gomplete pi~tureof aU tha .facts as they
grid
of inaccurate and birsed press which is congatuhdon
&s.
beiag dtreeed toward our
the
'eedomswealluOw
enjoy. Doaors aren't criticized by the 4. There are so many other supgestions
~dpublbatdemand a reqom
for failing to care cancer, but &at could be conveyed to the media and
press
our replymust be e a ~ d j u ~ o u s .
that shoutd be made to protert theintcg,
lnitis,lly, the interest*horn by the rather thay arepraisedkirthei cpnt$ai
a cur*iiry of the wiminsl justice system in
medii, whether it be aitw or compli- attempts to ffnd
mentary, sheuld be encouraged. Without 2. f i e author sh~uldconsider the suh- iu attacks by the press. Fbuh and every
f d , when given the choice, a mrpjotity ject matter from the standpoint of i t s ohe of us should, as a criminal defense
and as an interested member of
of journaiim will settle into the =om- e&ot on our jealou*ly%uarded
of
fortable habit of cririckbg where being miathi% a government of l a w and moiety, speak up for the system and be
~ " p h e f i t a q~ l d b e a s e a s y Even
.
so, net of men. A w l t m who does not proud of what wears.
a sohohrlg historical appr~ach to an undwstand that aach enccoadrment an an
Lastiy, it ahodd be pointed out that
evaluatiou of our criminal juatice symm individuah righighb can be a po&ie foot- mmy of these n j o u r n a k * who m
has beenlackii in many of t h e s journal- holX for the development of 1. poIice the l a to remgnke a defendan& righrs
islie. endeavors. In other wards, most s a t e cannot undernand the importance are the %st to reeagnize their own and
of the articles being fed to the public of QW syutenfs p~ernrvingand protea&+ to bmand t b t @hey& &rndui aa
t&y are editorhk under the guise of the W~echnbaI"rights that most pwpk protections possible mrter the law.
informative readitrg ratber than being view as fundamenfai. A writer who does Whm speaking of &he rights of the
well-researched artidis. Perhaps a few not posthis realization does not have press, to them there are m ete&nioali.
guidelines should be suggwted Zor these sufficient maturity or knowIedge of his ties"; as criminal d&n* aatornep, vre
autht~and~ublirrberswho
are attempting snbject matter to write an intenigene 91.e simply seekmg to ewead to aK perto educate the public, yet who are article.
wna tho= same protections.

THE CANDIDATES

Texas Court of Criminal Appeals - 1982 Primaries

I

For the education of the members of
TCDLA and subscribers to the VOICE,
the officers and directors o f TCDLA
invited all primary party candidates
for positions on the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals to submit a photograph and short summary of their
backgrounds and qualifications for
election as Judge to this state's highest
criminal court.

The f o l l o w h ~pictures
~
arrd sumtnaries
were received by the VOICE a t deadline
time for this edition. I'ublicntion of tlris
material bl the VOICE is strictly for
infornlation m d edtrcation only and is
n o t to be comtraed as a11 endorsement
of any carididate by TCDLA, its officers,
directors, and the VOICE.

PLACE 1

of Bell, Lampasas and Mills Counties
Prosecutor for City of Killeen
Engaged in the active practice of civil
and criminal law in Bell County for
the past 9 years

PLACE 2
William Carl Black
I
Prosecutor for 6 years-argued Agrrilar
u. Texas in U.S. Supreme Comt
Taught Criminal Procedure
Military Lawyer, Korean Conflict
WW I1 Combat Air Crew
Married 3 0 years, one son
Baptist Deacon
Texas Bar Foundation Fellow

John E. Humphreys

Chuck Campbell

Carl Dally

(Dallas) (D)

(Austin) (D)

J.D. Degree, S.M.U., 1969
Prosecutor, Harris and Tarrant counties, 3 years
Elected County and District Attorney,
Hill County 6 years
Chief, Prosecutor's Assistance Division,
A.G.'s Offrce, 2% years
TCDLA-1981.1982
Certified Specialist, Criminal Law,
Texas Board of Legal Specialization,
1975
Co-author, "The Rightto a Speedy Trial,"
44 TBJ 153, February, 1981
Private practice with Jim Martin since
June 1981
(Houston) (D)

Judge, Court of Criminal Appeals-2500
written opinions in 10% years
Criminal Defense and Civil Practice over
15% years

(Belton) (D)

Eneaeed
in eeneral ~ractice in Dallas
-"
since 1966Member of Dallas Bar Association,
Dallas County Criminal Bar, and
TCDLA (Charter).
Prior experience in small business in
Amarillo, Borger and Dallas, 19461966
Born 1925
Married to Edwina Johnston
Education: Pampa High, 1943; West
Texas State B.C., 1961: SMU (law),
.-,,
lYbb.

Served in US'

Army' WW1l

(Euro'

Theater)

William B. Phillips

(Killeen) (D)
Received B.A. and juris doctor degrees
from Baylor University
Trustee in Bankruptcy for Western District of Texas
Served as Assistant District Attorney

Born 1927, Miam County, Texas
Completed Cameron schools
Navy veteran
Graduated Baylor University, BBA, MS
and LLB
Extensive private criminal and civil law
practice
Bell County Judge
General Counsel of House Agriculture
Committee, U S . Congress
Since 1973, 146th District Judge hearing
felony (including capital), civil and
domestic cases
Married, two adult daughters
Episcopalian

Mel Bruder

(Dallas) (D)
B.A. Lehigh University, 1963; J.D.,
The University of Texas, 1966
Briefing Attorney, Court of Criminal
Appeals, 1967-69
Private practice, Dallas, 1969-present,
concentrated in criminal trial and
appellate work
Special prosecutor for State in several
cases
Lecturer on Constitutional Law, Criminal
Justice Program, Abilene Christian
University, and at training program,
Regioual Police Academy
Married

Chuck Miller

(Dallas) (D)
Presently a Criminal Trial Judge with
expereince in over 800 criminal trials
Adjunct Professor in Criminal Trial
Evidence, SMU Law School
April l98Z/VOICE fm the a?f.,.e
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Texas A & M University '60
Texas University Law School
Certified Criminal Law Speciaist
Diector-Prosecutor CouncilState Agency
which advises prosecutors statewide
for 3% years
District Attorney for 7% years
Private Practice for 13years
Speaker and Lecturer before professional
organizations including State Bar

Chairman, Criminal Law Section, State
Bar of Texas
Board Certified Specialist in Criminal
Law
Army Veteran (1966-70)
Rated best County Criminal Judge in
Dallas (1981-Dallas Bar Association)
SMU Graduate
Former member of TCDLA

Defended, prosecuted, sat as trial judge
and asjudge on Navy's highest appellate
court
Retired as Captain (06)
Lecturer at Texas trial and appellate
judges conferences
Born 9/29/32, Gorman, Eastrand County

Andrew Jackson Shuval
(AnstlnJ

.av Moses (Houston) (RI

-

(0)

.I

PROFESSIONAL
;NVESTIGATIONS
THROUGHOUT TEXAS & US.
26 YEARS EXPERIENCE
FORMER POLICE DETECTIVE

Richard "Dick"
Clark
INVESTIGATOR
DALLAS

2 141438-5355
Phone Answered 24 Hours
SL: 2 0 5 4
Member: TEXAS ASSOCIATION
LICENSED INVESTIGATORS

..&.,

Unive
of Texas Law School, J.D.
(1965)
Northwestern Law School, LL.M. (1970)
SMU Law School, S.J.D. (1978)
Haward Law School, Visiting Scholar
(1976)
Assistant StateDistrict Attorney
Assistant United States Attorney
Legal Master
Law School Professor, South Texas and
SMU
Author of four criminal law books
Board Certified Specialist in Criminal
Law

Roy Rawls

(Austin) (D)

Executive Administrator of Court of
Criminal Appeals since 1978
Graduated University of Texas Law
School 1956
Successful 21 year career in Navy JAG
Corps
6 VOICEfor the a?fense/Apd1982
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CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE
its nature and law
M. l? "Rusty" Duncan III
Denton
Circumstantial evidence is more often
than not defined b y comparing it to direct
evidence.
Thus:
I t is well settled that direct evidence is that which directly demonstrates the main fact t o h e proved,
while circumstantial evidence is
direct proof of a secondary fact
which by logical inference demonstrates the main fact.1
Or, in other words:
The distinction between direct and
circumstantial evidence is that the
former directly demonstrates the
ultimate fact to he xmoved. while
the latter is direct proof of a sccondary fact which, by logical inference,
demonstrates the ultimate fact to
be proved.2
heref fore, inasmuch as a criminal
defendant's guilt is the "ultimate fact
to he proved,"3 then circumstantial
evidence is merely indirect evidence of
such an "ultimate fact."4 Since the
evidence is indirect, there must he additional facts present to create a proper
conclusion that the ultimate fact-a
defendant's guilt-has been satisfactorily
proved.5 The necessity ofthese additional
facts is t h e philosophical and occasionally
the practical difficulty of presenting
circumstantial evidence convincingly because circumstantial evidence can rarely
prove anything:
But circumstantial evidence, especially when it has acquired cumulative force from the citation of a
large number of [mutually supportive] incriminating particulars, can
have p a t persuasive power with a

.

jury.6

An offense whose proof is dependent
upon circumstantial evidence is by neces
sity comprised of acts that merely suggest
a n inference that the defendant is guilty.
These facts may be approached in terms
ofsyllogistic propositions? Consequently,
just as Aristotelian logic requires three

propositions with interlocking "facts"
to form a proper syllogism,a the facts
which comprise a circumstantial evidence
case must he suffzient enough t o produce the conclusion.9
The conclusion to he established in a
circumstantial evidence case must necessarilylo follow from the propositions
presented by the evidence.
For example, ifa person is found dead,
with a recent mortal wound producing a
significant effusion of blood, and the
hand print of a bloody left hand is d i s
covered upon the deceased's kj'? arm,
the necessary conclusion is that another
person must have been present near the
time the fatal wound was inflicted.
Obviously, the proposition in thisinstance
is that someone placed his bloody left
hand on the deceased's left arm.
Syllogistically, the following propositions are appropriate:
1. "A" (Deceased) is dead with a
bloody left handprint on his left
arm;
2. "A" could not have touched his
left haud t o his left arm;
3. Someoneotherthan'7L"touched
his bloody left hand to the
deceased's left arm.
The conclusion is a necessary resolution of the propositions simply because
it is biologically impossible that themark

could hare been made by the deceased
and, therefore, legally assumable that
someone else did touch the deceased's
arm with a bloody hand. This self-evident
conclusion is created from absolute
circumstantial evideuce, which can, if
properly presented, go beyond persuasion and achieve the level of proof.
i t is more common, however, that
circumstantial evidence attendant to a
criminal offense will only suggest a condusion rather than one that is naturally
self-evident. This form of circumstantial
evidence relies entirely upon probabilities.
In instances in which probabilities are
considerations. the conclusionone reaches
depends upon aprocess of reasoning, based
upon the facts, which must he viewed in
connection with the other relevant,
ascertainablecizcumstances (facts).
In the precedingexample there is nothing t o suggest the deceased war murdered.
However, suppose that the deceased died
of a knife wound to the middle of his
back. Assume futther that a knife with
traces of the defendant's hlood type,
capable of causing the fatal wound is
found in Mr. Smith's home, where h e
lives alonein seclusion.
Observing these facts (propositions)
deductively, one will likely conclude that
the deceased died by Mr. Smith's stabbing
him in the hack. However, because three
of the four propositions that produce the
conclusion are probable rather than
absolute, the apparently convincing conclusion is rendered a mere uncertainty
merely because the propositions are, in
the end analysis, mere uncertainties.
Because of the uncertainty of a conclusion which is developed by uncertain
circumstantial evidence, Texas criminal
courts adhere to the theory that a jury
must be instructed on the quality and
quantity of circumstantial evidence which
must be present before a conviction can
properly result.
i n general, a charge on circumstantial
evidence must he given in any criminal
April 1982/VOICEfor fheDeferu'e 7

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE
prosecution in either or both o f the two
following situations:
(1) When any significant aspect of
the offense is suggested only
by an inference from the
circumstances; and
(2) When the guilt of the accused
is not directly testified to by
any witness, but is inferred
from other evidence.
In other words, should proof of a
defendant's guilt be dependent upon
an inference from other evidence, as
opposed to direct testimony, then a circumstantial evidence charge is a requisite.
The traditional standardswhicbreqnire
the court's submission of a circumstantial evidence charge, however, may he
subject to dispute becauseof the relatively
recent case of Britton v. State,ll where
during the appellant's trial for aggravated
robbery, the complainant testified that he
had initially identified the appellant as
his attacker from a group of photographs. As a predicate to introducing into
evidence the photograph identified by the
complainant, he again identified the person in the photograph as the attacker.
The picture was admitted into evidence.
The Court of Criminal Appeals concedes
that "at no time during the trial did the
witness Strom [complainant] identify the
appellant positively,"lz but his testimony
did reveal a superficial alteration in the
apellant's appearnace between the time
that the photograph was taken and the
trial. Another State's witness identified
the personin the photograph as the individual he arrested.
It was the appellant's contention that
because there was no "positive in-court
identification"l3 o f him as the assailant
he was entitled to a circumstantial evidence charge.
The panel's opinion was in accord with
the appellant's position when it decided
that the identif~ation procedures although " 'sufficient to support a fmding
of guilt, they clearly are not t h e equivalent of direct cvidence of cruilt.' "14
On the State's Motion for hehearing,
however, the court, bane, with four
dissents. affamed t h e conviction.
~h~
opinion observes that a
circumstantial evidence charge is repired
"only where evidence of main facts
essential to guilt is purely and entirely ciscumstantial," citing Wilson v. State.15
S
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Judge McCormick, without the valid sary. The defendant was convicted af
citation of authority, then imposes faulty bigamy and assessed two years in the
synonymy upon the preceding quote by state penitentiary. The Court of Criminal
declaring as follows: "Put another way, Appeals initially affirmed his conviction.
a charge on circumstantial evidence is Upon Motion for Rehearing the appellant
necessary only when the State's case argued that he was entitled to a circumdepends wholly [emphasis added] upon stantial evidence charge. the court agreed
circumstantial evidence."l6
and reversed. In response to the State%
Motion for Rehearing, the Court observed
'% otlzer words, should proof of that the offense of bigamy is comprised
a defendatzt's guilt be dependent of these three distinct elements: the
upon mz inference from otlzer Appellant was previously and validly
evidence, as opposed to direcf married; he later married another woman
testimony, then a circumstantial in Texas; and the Appellant's former wife
evidence d a y g e is a repisite." was alive at the time of his subsequent
marriage. The state argued that it had
Judge McCormick then correctly states proved the k t two marriages by direct
that circumstantial evidence exists only in evidence, but conceded that they "~roved"
those illstances when a fact must be the latter element circumstantially. Thus,
inferred from the proof ofanother fact. the state argued, that because two of
H~ then %tates, u ~ u tileie
t
exists no the offense's three elements were proven
which says that
of one by direct evidence a cirwmstantial evifact which is then used to directly prove dence charge was not necessary.
In revonse thereto the Court stated:
(rathet than infer) a second fact is circum.
BY the =Ine course of reasoning
stantial cvidence."l7 The difficulty with
this assertion is that if the second fact
it
result that if
One
is established by direct proof, there is
element
the crime
no necessity in the initial fact being used
was & ~ w n
direct evidence and
circumstantial
to establish its existence. Or, in other
words, one fact cannot be used to prove
evidence it would s*
not be
neces"arY
charge On circumthe existence of another fact except by
inference. If an inference from the first
stantial evidence. It would
that
necessity arises to charge
fact is not necessary to prove the secolld
On that character
unfact then the second fact is an independent circumstance that needs no supporless three elements
were proven by circumstances.
tive antecedent facts.
Such a
The Court's opinion concludes by
be in direct conflict with Harris
taking the position that the
V. Stat% T2 Cr. R. 117, 161 S.W.
plainant's identification of the photo125, cited in the opinion granting
graph as
man who robbed him and
appellant's Motion f~rRehearing.~O
the other witness' statement that the
Person in the photograph was the apeelAn example of the second situation
k n t are direct evidence. Therefore, that renders a circumstantial evidence
the trial court's rejection of the appel- charge necessary is the much more re.
lant's requested charge on circumstantial centcase o f ~ a r r i s state.21 ~h~ defend.
evidence was proper.
ant was convicted of murder upon the
Even in light of Britton v. State,l8 it following testimony-the deceased's wife
is debatable, albeit questionable, that heard noises in another room, and npon
the Court has intended to deviate so entering saw the appellant holding her
absolutely from the established standards husband. Behind the aovellant there
as to when circumstantial evidence was another man, both were armed.
charges are necessary. Therefore, it is Observing this scene, she shot at the men
appropriate that the known traditional with a .22 caliber ~ i s t o l ~. f t e returning
r
aitcria be
examined.
fue, the appellant and his companion
Cliwtard v. State19 is an appropriate fled.
example of the first situation in which a
The medical examiner, testifying for
circumstantial evidence charge is eeces- the state, stated that an autopsy revealed

.,

.A

the deceased had been shot in the neck
and that the bullet had lodged in his
mouth. The deceased had also been shot
in the chest by a .22 caliber bullet which
ultimately penetrated his heart. This
wound, stated the medical examiner,
ceased's death.
A police officer testified that when he
arrested the appellant he found him in
possession of a .22 caliber pistol and a
.38 caliber pistol. The state's ballistics
expert testified, however. that neither the
appellant's .22 caliber ~istol, nor the
deceased's wife's .22 caliber pistol, caused
the wound to deceased's mouth. ~ e ~ a r d
the pistol that caused the wound to the
heart, the baUistics expert was inconclusive as to the appellant's pistol. He
unequivocally testified, however, that
the pistol of the deceased's wife could
not have fned the fatal shot.
The appellant argued he was entitled
t o a charge on circumstantial evidence
because "Mrs. ell [deceased's wife]
testified that she did not see anyone
shoot her husband. . . ."22 In conceding
the propriety of this argument the Court
stated:
All of the evidence adduced was
direct evidence as to the facts
deposed to but indirectly as to the
factum prohandum of the alleged
offense.
No one testified that the appellant
shot the deceased.
Just when the fatal bullet was fired
is not shown by the evidence. Mrs.
ell expressly testified that she did
not see anyone shoot her husband.
One of the bullets in the deceased's
body came from her pistol, and the
state was not able to show that the
other bullet was fired from either
pistol found in the car when appellant was arrested.
We conclude that the court clearly
erred in failing to respond to the
timely presented special requcsted charge on circumstantial evidence.23
Another case which deals with the
absence of direct evidence as to the
ultimate issue is Powell v. State,24 in
which the court employed a more simplistic terminology in reaching a conclusion

.

that is similar to Farris v.
'. .if any significant element of
The prosecution in Powell w. State,26
an
offense must be inferred from
arose as a consequence of the appellant
the
evidence theta there must be
allegedly disposing of mortgaged property
proof
of an antecedent fact."
and was brought under 5525.02 and
25.03 Tex. Business and Comm. Code.27

that suggest the appellant fraudulently
disposed of the property was that on
occasions be had sold cattle
i numerous
n~
at several auctions. There was no direct
testimony that any of the property he
sold was the same as that which was
subject to a security interest.
The Conrt reached a conclnsion
identical to that in Farris w. State,Z8
stating:
In the instant case, the main fact
to be proved pursuant to the indictment was that appellant [sic]
disposed of certain ~ersonalproperty under lien.
AIL the direct evidence adduced
proved the minor [emphasis added]
facts that appellant did not produce
the cattle and other property upon
demand, and t l ~ abankinvestigators
t
were unable to fmd such property,
and that appellant on several occasions had sold cattle at auctions.
No one testified to the major
[emphasis added] fact that appellant sold, removed, or otherwise
disposed of the cattle identified in
the mortgage. Therefore, the major
[emphasis added] fact can only be
inferred from the fact that appellant could not produce the cattle
upon demand, and that he had
sold some unidentifiable cattle at
the auction rings.29
The Court observed that the only
manner in which one could reasonably
conclude that the appellant actually
disposed of the mortgaged property was
to infer it from the direct evidence.
Since the major fact was unprovable by
direct evidence but relied upon an inference from indirect evidence a cireumstantial evidence charge was necessary.

antecedent fact. consequently, a circumstantial evidence charge is appropriate.
Moreover, it is particularly common that
the element of the offense which is
d j e c t to the inference is the factum
probandurn or ultimate fact.
The type of cases in which circumstantial evidence is a necessary means of
vmof are e~uivalentto the number of
criminal occurrences one may perceive.
The very nature of two particular classes
of cases make them more susceptible to
indirect proof of either a significant
element of the offense, or the ultimate
fact that must be ~roved.These cases
are those in which possession ir an
integral fact, as well as forgery and its
related offenses.
Possession Cases
The ultimate success of any prosecntion based upon the illegal possession
of some contraband depends upon the
jury's aff~mativeresolution of whether
a defendant was in "actual care, control
and management of the property, either
alone or acting with another person or
persons."30 Unless there is some direct
testimony that a defendant was in such
relationship with the contraband, the
case will likely depend upon inferences
that may be drawn from other evidence.
This 'Iother evidence" traditionally takes
the form of one's physical proximity to
the contraband, or his propriety interest
in the premises where the contraband
isdiscovered.
In Crawford v , State31 the Court, in
an opinion by Presiding Judge Onion,
concluded that a circumstantial evidence
charge was necessary and reversed the
appellant's conviction. The facts in that
case are, stated as concisely as possible,
that: "Upon entering a house pursuant
to a search warrant, the Dallas police
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observed the appellant dive from a bed
into a closet where he hid under a pile
of clothes."3~ However, as imaginatively
stated by Judge Onion, "This ruse was
unsuccessful, for Deputy Barker was able
to ferret out appellant and place him
under arrest."33 Upon examining the
appellant the police noticed that he had
"a recent puncture mark on his left arm
and blood 'dribbling down' from the
wound!'34
Moreover, when he was
placed in jail he appeared to be high on
drugs. The officer's search produced an
a m y of narcotics paraphernalia. As a
part of this discovery of contraband,
the police found a plastic vial of heroin
where the appellant had been seated prior
to his leapinginto the closet.
Concurring the appellant's argument
that a circumstantial evidence charge
was necessary, the Court observed that
there was no direct proof that the "appellant had care, custody, control and
management of. . ."35 the contraband.
Judge Onion emphasized that there was
no witness who actually saw the appellant
possess the heroin. He also stated that the
appellant's proprietary interest and physical proximity to the premises was suspect.
The defendant did not own the premises
and there were other people present at
the time of the offense. The opinion
concludes as follows:
Therefore, the ultimate fact of
whether appellant possessed the
heroin found was not proved by
direct evidence. In the absence
of direct evidence, the refusal
to grant a requested charge on
circumstantid evidence is reversible
error.36
The Court's position in Crawford
W. State37 was to a certain extent recently
repeated in Graybill v. State.38 The
appellant was convicted of possessing a
short-barrel fuearm. The facts revealed
that the police discovered the appellant
lying on a bed, reaching for something
under the bed. After takingthe appellant
into custody the police found a sawedoff shotgun under the bed. At the appellant's trial the court refused his requested
instruction on circumstantial evidence.
Quoting rather extensively from Crawford v. State39 and its progeny, Selntan
V. Sfate,*O the Court asserted: "Since this
is a possessory offense, we are unable
to draw a parallel between the circum-

stances relied upon to prove possession
here and in Belmarez, Cmtuford and
Selman."41 [See also: Rodriquez v.
State] 42
Passing Forged Instruments
The rule that was fust established in
Nichols w. State43 remains essentially
unaffected by rime:
In the offense of passing a forged
instrument, an essential ingredient
thereof is that such instrument was
forged, and that the utterer knew
tkat it was a t tke time he passed
it. The mere passing of an instrument amounts to nothing unless
the other essential elements be
established, towit: the forgery and
tke knowledge on the part of the
utterer.44
In Haney v. State,45 the court restates
its position, declaring that in those instances in which the only direct evidence
is that the defendant ~assedas true a
forged instrument, t& wid court's
responsibility in submitting a c i r c m stantial evidence charge is not abrogated
merely because the circumstances may
strongly suggest the defendant knew the
instrument was forged.

counsel
"f
the sfart of a
idea whether the
should haye
possi6'e necessity O f a circumfantial
to be a reality."
Circumstantial Evidence Charge
At the start of a trial counsel should
have some idea whether the possible
necessity of a circumstantial evidence
charge will prove to be a reality. If such
a charge may be necessary, you should
utilize the voir due examination as a
means of familiarizing the prospective
jury as to the literal meaning of the
terminology comprising a circumstantial
evidence charge. The jury charge which
a defendant is entitled to have submitted
in a circumstantial evidence ease israther
conclusively settled. Generally, it f o ~ o w s
this form:
You are instructed that in this case
the state relies on circumstantial
evidence for a conviction.
In order to warrant a conviction of
a crime on circumstantial evidence,

the existence of each fact necessary
to the conclusion sought to be established must be provedby competent
evidence, beyond a reasonable
doubt; all the facts (that is, the facts
necessary to the conclusion) must
be consistent witb each other and,
taken together, must be of a
conclusive nature, leading on the
whole to a satisfactory conclusion
and producing, in effect, a reasonable and moral certainty that the
accused, and no other person,
committed the offense charged.
But in such cases it is not sufficient that the circumstances coincide with, account for, and therefore
render probable the guilt of the
defendant. They must exclude, to
a moral certainty, evety other
reasonable hypothesis except the
defendant's guilt; and unless they
do so, beyond a reasonable doubt,
you will fmd the defendant not
guilty.
Because of the abject incomprehensibility integral t o this supposed explanation of circumstantial evidence and the
natural propensity of one to disregard
legalese, the advocate must take each
word, sentence, and paragraph in the
charge and clarify their meanings. I have
listed each sentence in the charge and
provided a corresponding, but hopefully
more literate alternative, including relevaut comments that should be made.
Jury Charge No. 1
You are instructed that in this case
the state relies on circumstantial evidence
for conviction.
Explanation No. 1
Emphasize that the court isinstructina
each juror that in this case, not some
theoretical case, the prosecution cannot
prove your client's guilt except by
presenting facts from which the state
wants you to infer that the defendant
is guilty.
Jury Charge N ~ 2,
a conviction of
1, order to
crime on circumstantia~evidence, the
existence of each fact necessary to the
to be established must
be proved by competent evidence,
beyond a reasonable doubt; all the facts
(that is, the facts necessary to the condusiou) must be consistent with each

,

other and taken together, must be of a
conclusive nature, leading on the whole
to a satisfactory conclusion and producing, in effect, a reasonable and moral
certainty that the accused, and 1x0 other
Person, committed the
charged.
Explanation No. 2
~nitially,comment to the jury that the
fvst phrase in the charge is not referring
to the guilt of the defendant, but merely
to a n o f t h e facts which the state presents.
Thus, for one to h e convicted of a crime
as a result of an inference fro,,, certaill
facts, each single, isolated fact must be
proved to the jury beyond a reasonable
doubt; not just to a reasonable doubt,
but beyond a reasonable doubt.
he second phrase of this paragraph
is concerned with the cumulative nature
of an the facts. he charge imposes upon
the state the
of
facts that are logically consistent with
each other. ~ 1 of
1 the state's testimony
must be marked b y regularity or steady
continuity. ~b~~ must be free from irreg.
ularity, variation, or contradiction. In
addition, the incident which the
facts are used to present must be definite
and irrefutable. For the facts to be of a
"conclusive
there can be no
question as to their validity.
~ l ofl the facts must create a
able inference that the defendant, atld if
person is guilty, ~ 0
proper, n o
ever, this reasonable inference must be
of such a nature that one is morally
certain of the defendant's guilt.
Jury Charge No. 3
But i n such cases it is not sufficient
that the circumstances coincide with,
for,and thereforerenderprobable
t h e guilt of the defendant.
Explanation No. 3
In 'lais case the probable guilt of the
defendant is
sufficient
convict
him. Coincidence is not adequate.
Jury Charge No. 4
They must exclude, to a moral certainty, every other reasonable hypothesis
except the defendant's guilt; and unless
they do so beyond a reasonable doubt,
you will find the defendant not @ty.
Explanation No. 4
The facts not only must prove the
defendant's guilt to a moral certainty,
they must also eliminate t o a moral
certainty every other reasonable explana-

tion zxccpt that the defendant is guilty.
Moreover, this exclusion of any other
reasonable explanation must be done
beyond a reasonable doubt. Therefore,
if the state fails to prove the defendant's
guilt to a moral certainty, or if the
state fails to eliminate any other reasonable explanation other than his guilt
then you (the jury) nltrst find him not
guilty.
Following this detaged explanation of
the charge, counsel would be well advised
to explain why circumstantial evidence
is different than direct. For example,
simply stated, circumstantial evidence
is only an inference that a defendant is
guilty. It can never Prove he is, the
to do is be persuasive.
it Can
The time Tentduring vOir dire On the
nature of the circumstantial evidence
will be ben&cial to a jury during its
deliberation, because they will have a
practical insight into the totality of the
mtruction. The charge, however, should
"Of be substantially varied.
The Court's charge on circumstantial
evidence should not specify which aspect
the case is Or is not
On
circumstantial evidence.46 The reason
for this rule is that "a charge on circum~tantialevidence covers the entire case,
not just an isolated part or one issue." 47
It~ apparently
is not error, however, for
.
the court to refuse to predicate its charge
with the statement that the state's case
is one depending on circumstantial evidence, provided, the remainder of the
charge is correct.48 I t is reversible error if
the court specifically limits the charge
with language similar to tile following:
"[IJn this case the stare relies in part
on [circumstantial evidence] ."49
As to the definitional portion of the
charge, it has been decided that a circumstantial evidence charge that omits
an instruction specifying that each fact
necessary to establish guiltmustbeproved
by the evidence beyond a reasonable
doubt is defective.50 The charge must
also specify that circumstantial evidence
is sufficient only for conviction if it
excludes every other reasonable hypothesis except the defendant's guilt.S1
One case, presumably recognizing the
rhetorical redundancy in the standard
charge, held, however, that the language
"no other person committed the offense

charged" is equivalent to an instruction
that the circumstances must exclude
every other reasonable hypothesis except
the defendant's guilt.52

",y,,fficieltcy of evidence as a,t
appe~late cortsi~erafionand
reliance of
upor2 circumstantial evidence are often mutual."
In a quiterecent case the Court abused
the standard "reasonable hypothesis"
terminology by the following commentary:
Lastly, the rules of circumstantial
evidence do not require that
circumstances should to a moral
certainty actually exclude every
hypothesis that the act may have
been committed by another person,
but the hypothesis intended is a
reasonable one consistent with the
facts proved and the circumstances,
and the supposition that the act
may have been committed by
another person must not be out of
harmony with the evidence.53
The circumstantial evidence charge,
as traditionally given to juries, presents
a more subjective difficulty-the quantity
of proof necessary to satisfy its requirements. Sufficiency of evidence as an
appellate consideration and the reliance
of the state upon circumstantial evidence
are often mutual. The reason for this is
the principle that strong suspicions and
mere probabilities which point toward
an accused as the person who committed
the offellse are not sufficient to justify
a conviction on circumstantial evidence.54
~t naturaUy follows that one's mere presence at the scene of a crime does
of itself, justify an inference that he
participated therein.%
The mere possession of "fruits" of an
alleged crime in also insufficient to sustain a conviction. In a burglary case,
when the only proof of the burglary is
the possession of property claimed t o
have recently been stolen from the
burglarized house, the Court has held
that in the absence of a positive identification of the property as being that
which was stolen there is insufficient
evidence for conviction.56
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Three particularly interesting areas in
which circumstantial evidence has been
considered insufficient to support convktions are those involving footprints,
fingerprints, and flight.
In the recent case of Case1 v. State,57
the only evidence connecting the appellant
with the burglary was a favorable comparison of footprints discovered at the
scene of the offense with shoes worn
by the appellant. The Court concluded
that this circumstantial evidence was
insufficient to support the conviction.
Borrowing from the accepted charge on
circumstantial evidence, the opinion provided that " 'Proof of similar tracks and
of the suspicions and opinions of the prosecuting witness is not sufficient to
exclude every other reasonable hypothesis
except that of the defendant's guilt.' "58
In Bowen v. State59 it was also held
that the presence of a defendant's fingerprints alone is insufficient to support a
conviction, unless there is evidence which
reveals that the prints must necessarily
have been made at the time of the burglary.
For flightfrom the scene of an offense,
the rule is simply that the "flight of an
accused is not p u n d s for presuming. .
[his] guilt. . ."so However, "it [flight]
is still a circumstance from which an
inference of guilt may be drawn.',61
In addition to evidence of flight there
must be other evidence to connect a
defendant with the offense.
The Court of Criminal Appeals some
years ago established a principle that
makes it incumbent upon the state to
present essentially all of its evidence
when the case is circumstantial and
obviously weak. Basically, the rule is
that in a weak circumstantial evidence
case, if the record affvmatively reflects
that there was evidence available to the
state which would have presented a&&
tional information, but the state did not
introduce such testimony or account for
its absence, the court will view the case
as one in which the circumstantial evidence is insufficient to support a con.
viction.62
Comparably, is the followingprinciple:
The failure of the state to call or
explain why it does not call an
available witness that would directly
connect appellant to the offense
creates a presumption that the

.

.

witness would be favorable to the
appellant.63
This principle is applicable only to
those cases that are tried wholly upon
circumstantial evidence-there is no duty
on the state "to call all available witnesses when there is other direct evidence
available in the case.''64
Several factors, whichmay or may not
be direct evidence, can render a circumstantial evidence charge unnecessary.
if an accused provides the authorities
with a voluntary confession or admission
he may, depending upon the language of
his factual assertion, render an otherwise appropriate circumstantial evidence
charge unnecessary. In Hillscher v.
~tate,6S the court concluded that when
confronted with a defendant's confession,
its status as direct or circumstantial
evidence would rest entirely upon its
contents. ~f the confession or admission
unequivocally admits the commission of
the charged offense then it is direct
evidence of the defendant's guilt-a
drcumstantial evidence charge is not
required. Otherwise, thedefendant's statement is merely circumstances from which
his guilt may be inferred and an appropriate charge is necessary.
This ~ r i n c i ~ l was
e
most recently
restated in Richardson v. State.66 The
defendant was convicted of capital murder and assessed the death penalty
solely upon his written confession.
The confession did not specify that
the defendant did kill the deceased,
only that he had participated in the
robbery-murder of "a guy who lived
around Angleton."67 he state's evidence
revealed that the deceased was the only
man in Brazoria County that had been
the victim of a homicide on October
14, 1976. Judge Clinton, writing for the
Court en banc, with Judge Dally dissenting, stated that in murder cases a defendant's admission he killed the deceased
is direct evidence and a circumstantial
evidence charge is unnecessary. He
continued:
[T]o constitute direct evidence, however, the admission or confession
must unequivocally admit the commission of the very act charged;
only in this instance is the trial
court relieved of the necessity of
instructing the jury on the law of
circumstantial evidence where the

state is relying on the confession
alone to supply proof of the main
inculpatory fact.68

'.lf is impossible to present direct
evidence of a person$ culpability
because it
most fundamentally a state o f mind."
If proof of the commission of a crime
depends upon an inference from an
accused's confession then the circumstantial evidence charge is necessary.
In a rather recent opinion, Acy v.
Sfate,69 the Court applied their conclusions applicable to confessions, as
established in Richardson v. State,70
to the oral admissions of an accomplice.
An accomplice's oral admission, inculpatory to the defendant, must unequivocally and specifically admit the commission of the charged offense.
According to 56.02 Tex. Penal Code
(1974)71 a person cannot be convicted
of committing an offense unless he does
so with a prescribed culpability. It is
impossible to present direct evidence of
a person's culpability simply because it
is most fundamentally a state of mind.
The circumstances surrounding the offense generally suggest whether the
defendant had the necessary culpability. Because of this obvious philosophical defect in proof the court has
continually held that "when the intent
of the accused is the only element not
proven by direct evidence, a charge on
circumstantial evidence is not necessary."72
The final contingency that may obviate the necessity of a trial court's charging a jury to consider circumstantial
evidence is known as the "cIose juxtaposition rule." Specifically, the rule is generally related to homicide cases andis used
when the facts as developed by the circumstances are in such relationship to
one another that the only logical conclusion that can be derived from the facts
is that the accused caused the fatal
injury. A circumstantial evidence charge
is then unnecessary.73
The rule of circumstantial evidence
has had a long and effective life in Texas
criminal law. Its continuation as a defensive charge could be in jeopardy,
(Continued on page 32)

HOW THE DAs KEEP COUNT
(Editor's Note: The following is a compilation made by the Texas
District County Attorneys Association of how they see Judges on
the Court of Criminal Appeals vote for the State or for the Defendant on Appeal, and how often. Thanks to Joseph A. Connors III,
of McAllen, for obtainingpermission from the Association by Tom
Krampitz, Assistant Director, to reprint this report from the February I , 1982, Texas Prosecutor.)
The following is a poll taken by The Texas District &County Attorneys
Association office of how the nine judges on the Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals cast their vote on the published opinions of 1981. A
l.! information
was derived from the published opinions of the Opinion Service. Of the
455 published opinions, 441 were counted, ie., 96.6%. An opinion was

not counted if it was dismissed because of no jurisdiction, or partial relief
was granted, or further records were needed, or if it was a Writ of Mandamus suit.
The votes cast were broken down into ten categories, five in favor of
the State, and five in favor of the Appellant. If an Appellant's Motion for
Rehearing was sustained, and relief granted, then this would count as two
votes within the opinion. Motions for Leave were not counted unless an
opinion was published.
The "numbers" atrributed to each judge reflect their respective votes
on published opinions. If a judge joined in an affirmance or a reversal, his
vote was tabulated in the appropriate column, whether or not he authored
the opinion.
The followingis the numerical breakdown:
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Tom Davis
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77

94

75
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FOR THE APPELLANT
1. Reversed

76

54

2. Dissent for Appellant

33

3. State's Motion for

FOR THE STATE
1. Affirmed
2. Dissent for State
3. Appellant's Motion
for Rehearing Denied
4. State's Motion for
Rehearing Granted
5. Relief Denied to
Appellant

Rehearing Denied
4. Appellant's Motion
for Rehearing Granted
5. Relief Granted to
Appellant

W.C. Davis
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Onion

McCormick

Roberts

Teague
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2
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31

31
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28
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If you translate the numbers into rankings and percentages, you obtain the following:
Vote for State
1. McCormick
2. Dally
3. Tom Davis
4. W.C. Davis
5. Odom
6. Onion
7. Roberts
8. Clinton
9. Teague

64.5%
58.5%
52.0%
51.5%
48.7%
45.2%
37.1%
34.7%
31.1%

Vote for Appellant
35.4%
41.4%
47.9%
48.4%
51.2%
54.7%
62.8%
65.2%
68.8%

A COMMENTARY
Michael A. Lamson
Houston

This is intended as a note o f warning
and a call to action against one of the
recently enacted sections of the Texas
Controlled Substances Act. In particular,
I am directing myself to the wording of
Sec. 4.052(a) (1) of the Act, which
states:
A person commits an offense if
the person knowingly or intentionally receives or expends funds he
knows or believes are derived from
the commission of an offense
under (various described sections
of the Act) [Punishment is from
5 t o 99 years or life and a fine of
$1000 t o $50,000.]
Of particular interest is the fact that
this statute provides criminal penalties
based on mere belief. Whether or not
proof beyond a reasonable doubt could
be made against an individual will be
unnecessary, i t will matter only that one
person believes that person committed
an offense. This raises a myriad of problems.
First and foremost (and in particular
concern to criminal attorneys) should be
the fact that one can never take a fee in
a drug case directly from a client without the possibility of violating the law.
Even if the client prodaims his innocence
in any acts he is charged with, the lawyer
may still have a belief that any money
he receives may be from a violation of
one of the enumerated sections. Thus
the lawyer is in a dilemma as t o how he
can adequately represent a client when
it places the lawyer himself in jeopardy.
Another problem seems immediately
apparent. Any other person who receives
money from a person that he may believe
sells drugs would be subject to criminal
penalties. Included within this realm
would be any salesman who sells an
item for cash to someone he heard sold
drugs. This obviously restricts both the
marketplace and the consumer.
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I believe that the Harris County
Criminal Lawyers Association ought to
help support a challenge to the aforecited
section of the Act through a Declaratory
Judgment action. It seems imperative
to me that achallenge be mounted against
this statute before someone is indicted
for defending a known narcotics dealer.
It is obvious that H. Ross Perot and the
governor's anti-drug campaign have targeted criminal defense lawyers for pmsecution, as well as individuals directly
involved in the narcotics trade.
A constitutional attack should be
based on two main points. First, that the
wording of the statute will chill any legal
representation of persons accused of
any enumerated offense included within
Sec. 4.052(a) (I), and consequently,
deny effective assistance of counsel.
Second, that the statute is so broad and
vague that it is impossible to ascertain
with any degree of certainty when one's
actions are in violation of the law. What
mnstitutes a belief is so unclear as to be
totally unacceptable as a standard by
which one can measure his or her conduct.
After all, belief is vurelv subiective and
is not measurable by any objective means.
I hope that the concern of my fellow
criminal defense attorneys matches my
own, and that something can be done
before someone is crucified by this
statute.
A

,

I have paid t o ___, Attorney at Law,
for the legal representation in defense
, a Defendant charged in
of
Cause Number
and Styled as
THE STATE OF TEXAS VS.
now pending in the ___ District
Court of Harris County, Texas, are not
monies received by me or anyone 1
know from any delivery, sale, receipt
or funds that are or were derived from
the commission of an offense under the
Texas Penal Code or the Texas Code
of Criminal Procedure, under the CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES ACT, Section ,
4.052 entitled ILLEGAL INVESTMENT
and Sections 4.03(c), 4.031(c), 4.032(c),
4.04(c), 4.041(c), 4.042(c), 4.043(c),
4.05(c), or 4.051(c).

AFFIANT
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me
on this
day of -, 19 - ,
by the said

-.

NOTARY PUBLIC IN
AND FOR HARRIS
COUNTY, TEXAS
I . .

"

-

Affidavit Submitted by Mo Sanchez
The State of Texas
County of Harris
AFFIDAVIT
BEFORE ME the nndersigned authority
on this date personally appeared before
me k n o w n to me to be the person who made the following statements
and after being duly sworn stated under
oath: "I, s w e a r under oath that
the fee or any portion of the fee thereof,

0

0

0

FINGERPRINTS, COURT TESTIMONY. Fulgerprint examiner with
28 years experience in large police
department. Have testified in many
Statc and Federal courts. Can answer
any questions you havc regarding
fingerprints. Call anytime. References.
Carl Day, 3722 Shady ~ o l l o wLane,
Dallas 75233. 2141337-2919.

MASON JOHNSON; No. 038-82; Aggravated Robbery; Life; Affirmed on
Appellant's Petition for Discretionary Review, per curiam;
March 31, 1982
ARGUMENT WAS COMMENT ON D'S FAILURE TO TESTIFY BUT ERROR WAIVED:
During the guilt-innocense hearing, Prosecutor argued: "has
there been any other witness on the witness stand to say other
than, this is the man that robbed me? The only person in this entire
courtroom who is not sure of who committed this robbery, or if one was
committed is (the defense counsel)". A general objection having
nothing to do with an objection complaining of this reference to the
Defendant's failure to testify was made at trial. The Court of Appeals,
citing Nickens v. State, 604 S.W.2d 101, in a majority opinion, held
that this argument did not consitute a comment on D's failure to
testify. Justice John Vance, in a concurring opinion, concluded that
the argument did constitute a reference to D's failure to testify, but
voted to affirm as D did not specifically object to the comment. The
Court of Criminal Appeals agreed with Justice Vance's conclusion, that
the argument did constitute a reference to D's failure to testify and
with his conclusion that because there was no specific objection,
nothing was presented for review. On the basis of Justice Vance's
concurring opinion, C.C.P. found that this case did not warrant the
exercise of Discretionary Jurisdiction and therefore the Petition was
refused in this per curiam opinion.
Certainly this opinion should cause the Court's of Appeal to
hestitate before relying upon and citing the Nickens case in the future.
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ROBERTA GARZA; No. 60,516; Opinion on State's Motion for RehearOverruled; Judge Roberts; En Banc; March 31, 1982

-

-

JURY MZSCONDUCT
RECEXPT OF "OTHER EVLDENCE". SHQWXNG QF HARM
UNNECESSA.RY: State argued on Reheari~ngthat Panel OpinLon should
be overruled because D did not show he was actual'ly hamed by
the misconduct. C.C.A. held that Article 40.03 C71 C.C.P.. reguires
reversal when the evidence shows that "other evidence" was received
by the jury during it's deliverations and that "other evidence" was
detrimental to the Defendant. C.C.A. will not inquzre into whether
or how the jury's deiiverations were affected by this "other evidence"
when the two requirements of Article 40.03 (71 have been met. Rogers
551 S.W.2d 369; Hunt, 603 S.W.2d 865.
JOHN JEFCOAT; No. 59,944; Voluntary Manslaughter; 11 years TDC;
Affirmed; Judge Teague; Panel Opinion; March 10, 1982
EXCULPATORY STATEMENTS - ERROR WAIVED: D challenged the sufficiency
of the evidence in view of State's Evidence of oral exculpatory
statements made by D to the Police. Robidoux, 34 S.W.2d 863. C.C.A.
first noted that the right of the accused in such instances should
be stated to the jury so that the jury map know that D is entitled to
an acquittal if such exculpatory statements be not disproved or shown
to be false by other testimony, as was done in Robidoux. In this
case, D testified in his own behalf as to the same matters and D
did not object to the Court's Charge; thus the error was waived.
D'S CHALLENGE TO SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE FAILED: D, charged with
murder, was found guilty of Voluntary Manslaughter. In view of D's
exculpatory statements introduced into evidence by State, D challenged
the sufficiency of evidence. C.C.A. stated the general rules regarding the State's burden of proof as to Murder and Voluntary
Manslaughter as follows. Where
an indictment charges D with the
offense of murder, the State must prove beyond a reasonable doubt
the elements of the alleged offense of murder. If, during the trial,
the issue of Voluntary Manslaughter is raised, the State must also
prove beyond a reasonable doubt the absence of immediate influence in
order to sustain the murder conviction. Braudrick, 572 S.W.2d 709.
The question of what constitutes an adequate cause is an issue of fact
for the jury. On appeal,' if D was convicted of murder and the issue
of adequate cause was raised but rejected by the jury, C.C.A. will make
two determinations: (1) whether the evidence was sufficient to
establish the offense of murder and (2) whether the evidence was
sufficient to disprove the issue of adequate cause. However, if the
jury finds D guilty of the lesser included offense of Voluntary
Manslaughter, C.C.A. will only determine whether or not the evidence
was sufficient to establish the offense of murder. C.C.A. found here
that the evidence was sufficient to show murder.
SERLEE BENSON; No. 60130; Burglary; 9 years TDC, Reversed; Judge
Odom; Panel Opinion; March 10, 1982
DEFINITION OF "WITNESS" UNDER SECTION 36.06 (a) PC - RETALIATION:
The issue before C.C.A. was whether one who intends "to cause a
private citizen to drop assault charges pending against him" possess
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the required intent to committ the felony offense of retaliation.
Is this "private citizen complainant' who had not testified in any
qfficial proceeding, a "witness"? C.C,A. held the term "witness"
means one who has testified in an official proceeding and does not
include a mere prospective witness. See Ulmar, 544 S.W.2d 414.
ROBERT MALCOM; No. 602,298; Burglary of Building; 15 years TDC;
Affirmed; Judge McCormick; Panel Opinion; March 10, 1982
COURT'S ACTTON IN OVERRULING D'S NOTION TO SUBSTITUTE COUNSEL WAS
NOT A ''PROCEEDING" UNDER ARTLCLE 28.01 C.C.P.: Prior to trial D
filed a Mation to Dismiss his Court Appointed Counsel and to obtain
other caunsel. Apparently the trial court summarily overruled this
Motion without any hearing and by making a notation on a docket sheet.
On appeal, D argued that the failure of the court to hold a hearing
on his Motion to Dismiss Counsel denied his procedural and substantive due process rights. C.C.A. first noted that D never requested
a hearing, C.C.A. then held that the Court's action in overruling
D's Motion was not a proceeding for which D must be present.
ACEVEDQ, EAULDWTN AND ACEVEDO; No. 60536, 7 and 8; Commercially
exhibiting obscene inaterials; reversed/acquittal entered;
Judge Clinton; Panel Opinion; March 10, 1982
DEFENDANT'S AT CONCESSTON STANDS NOT GUILTY AS MATTER OF LAW OF
COMMERCIALLY EXHTBITING OBSCENE;MATERIAL UNDER SECTLON 43.23 (a)(1)
PC: Undercover officer viewed several films, during which he went
to q snack bar for refreshments. The employees at the snack bar
served him a hamburger and coke. On his way to and from the snack
bar, the officer observed another person in a doorway between the
snack bar and the projection room. Eventually these three employees
Were arrested and duly charged.
C.C.A. held that the gravamen of the offense compels the
conclusion that the conduct denounced does not include that which
is merely incidental to the exhibition of obscenity. To say that
one who serves concessions at a drive in theater or one who stands
in the general vicinity of the projector, absent a showing of any
other activity on that one's part, is guilty of acting within intent
to promote or assist the commercial exhibition of two obscene films
is ta contravene the objectives of the Penal Code.
BRENDA
-

GOOCHER; No. 60,539; Commercially exhibiting obscene materials;
Affirmed; Judge Clinton; Panel Opinion; March 10, 1982

EVIDENCE SUFFICIENT TO PROVE OBSCENITY: D first complained that the
evidence was insufficient as the material was not considered as a
whole. The officer paid a single admission price to see three films
and D argued that the jury should have considered all three films
before making it's determination of obscenity. The information
charged D with exhibiting only two of three films.
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C.C.A. held that the State is only required to present
evidence to sustain those allegations c~ntainedin the information
and that the jury in this case did view both films and in their
entirety. Thus the third film was not relevant or material. Further,
the Court noted that since isolated episodes are insufficient, an
arrest made on the basis of an offense committed in the presence of
an officer requires the officer to have seen the entire Motion
Picture. Each Motion Picture or single book is considered a "Unit
of Perception". This principle applies to trials as we11 as premilary
proceedings, and thus since a finding of obscenity must be based on
the worth as a whole, the judge or jury must see the entire Motion
Picture or consider the entire book.

-

-

PATENTLY OFFENSIVE"
is not
ELEMENT OF OBSCENITY STATUTE
unconstitutionally vague simply because the community is allowed
to determine when sexual conduct is patently offensive.
ROBERT GORMAN; No.60,558; Theft; Reversed; Judge Clinton; Panel
Opinion; March 10, 1982
TRIAL COURT ERRED IN OVERRULING D'S MOTION TO QUASH THEFT INDICTMENT:
C.C.A. held that indictment should have been quashed as term "appropriation" was not defined under Article 31.01 P.C. Although C.C.A. noted
that the indictment is tested on it's face by itself as a pleading
(Brasfield, 602 S.W.2d 288), the Court observed that the property
in question was a camera and that one could steal this property by
"transfer of title" or by "exercise of control" under the statute
and thus the camera could be taken unlawfully through more than manner
or means within the definition of the operative term appropriate.
ROY MAULDTN;
-- No. 60,620; Burglary of Building; 20 years TDC; Affirmed;
Judge McCormick; Panel Opinion; March 10, 1982
PROSECUTOR'S ARGUMENT THAT THE LAW PRESUMED AN INTENT TO STEAL IN A
BURGLARY AT NIGHT TIME CASE WAS PERMISSIBLE: Evidence show D entered
the building at night time and during jury arguments, Prosecutor argued
that when the jury finds someone inside a building under these conditions "he is presumed to be committing theft". D properly objected
to no avail and his appeal fell on deaf ears. C.C.A. stated that it
could not conclude that the Prosecutor was in fact telling the jury
that the presumption was in fact the law; that the argument was a
reasonable deduction, etc.; in the event the argument amounted to a
positive assertion that such was the law, it was not erroneous,
particularly as it did not state anything contrary to the law or the
charge.
This particular case deserves some additional attention and
concern as the Prosecutor was definitely arguing matters not in the
Court's Charge. There is not much question that the Prosecutor
correctly stated the law. However, the law in question was not before
the jury yet the Prosecutor was taking advantage of it. Certainly,
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if this reasoning is to prevail, defense counsel ought to be able
to do the same thing in appropriate cases. Por instance, c~unsel
should be able to advise the jury that at accused will not automatically walk out the door with the jury if the accused is found
incompetent or insane. I am surprised the Court w~uldcondone
arguments which urge as true various facets of the law which the
jury has not been given in the charge.
JOHN SEWELL; No. 61,179; Retaliation; 10 years T.D.C.; Affirmed;
Judge W.C. Davis; Panel Opinion; March 10, 1982
EVIDENCE SUFFICIENT TO SHOW KAREN ANDERSON ACTED AS AN INFORMANT
UNDER SECTION36.06 P.C.: Indictment alleged that D did knowingly
and intentionally threaten to harm Jodie Anderson (Karen Anderson's
threatening to pour acid on Jodie's face
20 month old daughter)
and to kill Jodie, said threats being made in retaliation for or
on account of the service of Karen Anderson as an informant. The
evidence show that Karen Anderson reported information, the occurrence
of a burglary, to the police in connection with their function of
ferreting out to crime and thus the evidence was sufficient to show
Karen Anderson acted as an informant under Section 36.06 P.C.

...

SHERMAN WHEELER; No. 66,947; Possession of Heroin; 10 years T.D.C.;
Affirmed; Judge Teague; Panel Opinion; March 10, 1982
PLEA OF GUILTY BEFORE JURY WAIVED SEARCH AND SEIZURE ISSUE: After
pre-trial hearing on D's Motion to Suppress Evidence was held and
the Motion overruled, D pled guilty before a jury. On appeal, D
raised the Search and Seizure Issue in the case, but C.C.A. found
the issue had been waived.
Article 44.02 C.C.P. is limited to those factual situations
where the record affirmatively shows that the Defendant entered a
court and
plea of guilty or plea of nolo contendere to the trial
also shows the followinu: (1) Existence of a lea baruaininq aqreement
with the State; (2) punishment assessed by the-trial cgurt at o;
within that recommended by the Prosecutor and agreed to personally
by the Defendant; (3) The basis of the Appellate ground of error has
been presented in writing, pre-trial, to the trial court for
consideration or the trial court has given permission to pursue an
appeal in geneGl or upon specific contentions. Absent the showing
of all three of these jurisdictional requisites, there is no power
extant in C.C.A. to take cognizance of issues appealed by ~ppellant's
so situated. Galitz, 617 S.W.2d 949. Article 44.02 C.C.P. only
applies where a Defendant enters a plea of guilty or nolo contendere
to the trial
court and the record affirmatively shows compliance
with the above requisites. Article 44.02 is not applicable where
the Defendant enters a plea of guilty or nolo contendere to a jury,
even where the above requisites have been satisfied Such pleas
of guilty before a jury waive any objection to an illegal Search

-
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and Seizure, assuming they are voluntarily and understandingly
made, and are conclusive to the Defendant's guilt and the Defendant
waives all non jurisdictional defects, including claimed deprivations
of Federal Constitutional due process and State due course of law.
Fierro, 437 s.w.2d 833.
Where there is a plea of guilty or nolo contendere to a
jury, the sole and only 'ssue onappeal is whether there has been
compliance kith Article 1.15 C.C.P. and Article 26.13 C.C.P.
C.C.A.
also found that D'.s plea of guilty was a voluntary knowing and
htelligent plea of guilty to the jury, which it seems was the
only other lssue which the Court could consider. Finally, C.C.A.
noted that D testified and admLtted he possessed the heroin (D
claimed he was only temporari.1~possessing it for his girlfriend),
and thus D was foreclosed from 13ter questioning the legality of
the search.. powney, 505 S.W,2d 907.
THOMAS NOLIN; No. 67,665; Credit Card Abuse; Affirmed; Judge Clinton;
pang1 Opinion; March la, 1982
MOTION TO QUASH PROPERLY DENLED: After D presented his Motion to
Quash and the Court denied same, he pled guilty and the State offered
without objection his written judicial confession. On Appeal the
C.C.A. first noted that D's first four complaints under his Motion to
Quash involved matters of form and under this record, in view of no
prejudice to the substantial rights of D, those contentions are
overruled,
D's fifth ground of error concerned a matter of substance,
that the indictment did not sufficiently define the terms "presents
or uses" under Section 32.31 (b) (1) (B] and thus the statute was
void for vagueness. C.C,A. found that the statutory provision was not
inpermissibly vague.
CHARLES ODEM; No. 68,279; Gambling Promotion; Affirmed; Judge Odem:
En-Banc Opinion; March 10, 1982
GAMBLING PROMOTION INDICTMENT NOT FUNDAMENTALLY DEFECTIVE FOR FAILING
TO jUtLEGE N m E S OF PERSONS REFERRED TO IN THE INDICTMENT: Prior Panel
Opinion was withdrawn and the conviction affirmed in this opinion.
The persons who attend a "gambling place" under Section 47.01 ( 2 ) P.C.
are not part of the elements of the offense under Section 47.03 (a)(1)
P.C. and the failure to allege the names of such persons does not
render the indictment fundamentally defective. Thus, the persons
patronizing a gambling place are not part of the elements of gambling
promotion.

MARSHALL WRTGHT; No. 68,534 and 5; Probation Revocation; Reversed
Judge Clinton; Panel Opinion; March 10, 1982

-

TWO OPTIONS - REVOKE OR CONTINUE:
PROBATION REVOCATION HEARINGS
On May 19, 1978 D admitted and the Court found D had failed to
report during the month of April, 1978. The hearing was passed,
D remained incarcerated until June 28, 1978, when the capias was
withdrawn. Similarily in 1980 D was again held on a capias, confined
from April 22, 1980 to May 1, 1980, when that capias was withdrawn
or recalled. Then, January 17, 1980, D found himself detained in
the Garland City Jail to await the February 13, 1981 revocation
proceeding. The order revoking D's probation purported to be based
on the 32 month old finding that D had once failed to report in April
1978.
On Appeal, D complained that the Court erred in revoking
his probation 32 months after the entry of the order finding D in
violation of the terms of probation, thereby denying him of due
process and the C.C.A. agreed. When a probationer is returned to
probation, probation may not be revoked without any determination of
a new violation. The very interests that require a revocation proceeding in the first place mandate that a record be made which includes
a statement by the fact finder as to the evidence relied on and reasons
for revoking probation. Ex Parte Feldman, 593 S.W.2d 720 and similar
cases are overruled.
CLIFTON FOSTER; NO. 58,654; Murder; 12 years T.D.C.; Reversed/Acquittal
entered; Judge W.C. Davis; Panel Opinion; March 17, 1982
DEFENDANT NOT GUILTY AS A MATTER OF LAW AS THERE WAS NO EVIDENCE D
INTENTIONALLY OR KNOWINGLY CAUSED THE DEATH OF THE DECEASED: Pacts show
that when officer arrived at the scene D was at the bottom of some
stairs, crying out that he had killed his "baby" (meaning his girlfriend). The evidence show that D and his girlfriend were living
together, that D's girlfriend was in the process of making the bed
in the bedroom when D took his 38 pistol from under the pillow to
get it out of harm's way. D told the officer that the gun had
discharged accidentally and the physical evidence show that death
was consistent with the story told by D. C.C.A. acknowledged the
presumption that the specific intent to kill may be presumed from the
Defendant's use of a deadly weapon but held that it. was rebutted in
this case. Further, there was no evidence that D intentionally or
knowingly killed the deceased, particularly in view of the exculpatory
evidence introduced by the State on this issue.

- No. 60,576; Aggravated Robbery; 25 years T.D.C.; Affirmed;
JOE DARDEN;
Judge Tom Davis; Panel Opinion; March 17, 1982
WARNINGS GIVEN THE ACCUSED JUVENILE WERE SUFFICIENT TO MEET MIRANDA:
D urged that the warnings were not sufficient because the accused
juvenile was not informed that if he was unable to employ counsel,
a lawyer would be appointed for him. The Justice of the Peace warned
D, among other things, that if he was unable to employ an attorney,
he had the right to Irave an attorney to counsel with him prior to or

during any interviews. The statements signed by D contained
essentially the same warning. C.C.A. held that this warning
conveyed the same meaning as of the warning contained within Article
15.17 C.C.P. and was therefore sufficient to satisfy Article
38.22 C.C.P.
MICHAEL BOLLMAN; No. 61,194; Aggravated Kidnapping; 75 years T.D.C.
Affirmed; Judge W. C..Bavis; Panel Opinion; March 17, 1982
AGGRAVATED KIDNAPPING INDICTMENT SUFFICIENT: D complained that
aggravated kidnapping indictment failed to allege requisite elements
of the intended aggravated robbery. C.C.A. held that the indictment contained all the constitutional elements of the offense under
Section 20.04 (a)( 3 ) P.C. and that the information requested by
D was evidentiary and not required for purposes of notice and
plea in Bar. Phillips, 597 S.M.2d 929.
EX PARTE LEO RICE; No. 67,542; Relief Denied; Judge McCormick;
En Banc Opinion; March 17, 1982
PRIOR CONVICTION PROPERLY USED FOR ENHANCEMENT: On August 5, 1964,
D was convicted on his plea of guilty of the offense of unlawfully
carrying a firearm after having been convicted of a felony and
was sentenced to one year in T.D.C. D is now serving a life sentence for robbery, the prior conviction for carrying a firearm,
having been used for enhancement. D now complains that the robbery
indictment was fundamentally defective as, subsequent to his
conviction for unlawfully carrying a firearm, the law was amended,
repealing a portion of the section of the former article which
formed the basis of D's conviction for unlawfully carrying a firearm. C.C.A. held that D's original conviction was final in 1964
and no appeals were pending at the time of the 1969 amendments to
the applicable article. Since D's conviction for violation of
article 489c was a final felony conviction, it may still be used
for enhancement. C.C.A. distinguished several other cases on the
ground that, at the time the Penal Code Article was amended, the
particular accused had his case on appeal and thus the conviction
was not final.
HOUSTON CHRONICLE PUBLISHING COMPANY, BARLOW AND HOUSTON POST CO. VS.
SHAVER, JUDGE; No. 68,904; Writ of Mandamus; Granted; Judge Clinton;
En Banc Opinion; March 17, 1982
CLOSED HEARING ON ADMISSIBILITY OF D'S STATEMENTS, DURING TRIAL,
VIOLATED "RIGHT OF ACCESS": Outside the presence of the jury during
the trial, the court held a hearing regarding the admissibility of
D's statements. During this hearing defense counsel expressed concern
that jurors might hear or read media accounts of D's oral admissions.
The court immediately conducted the remainder of the hearing in the
Court's Chambers, in private. Newspaper reporters immediately protested. At best, the trial court agreed to release the transcript
either after the jury returned a verdict of acquittal of if the
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Defendant were found guilty, after the jury retired to deliberate
on the punishment. The media then sought this Krit of Mandamus. C.C.A.
held that the Trial Court's action was the functional equivalent of
IL
closing the Court to spectators and newspaper reporters and denied
the right to access that the law ensures. The Trial Court was not
authorized effectively to close out the public and media from the
proceeding that our State Law Command shall be open. The "possibility"
for which defense counsel, that inadmissible testimony may reach the
senses of one or more jurors always may be dealt with after the fact
of becoming a reality.

1
1

RAY NEFF; No. 62,061; Involuntary Manslaughter; Probation; Affirmed;
Judge Odom; Panel Opinion; March 24, 1982
NO VIOLATION OF DOUBLE JEOPARDY FOUND: D was originally indicted for
murder and the Court Charged the jury on murder and aggravated assault.
The jury found D guilty of aggravated assault but subsequently granted
D's Motion for New Trial which complained of the Court's submission of
aggravated assault to the jury. D was reindicted for involuntary
manslaughter and now argues that this offense is a greater offense than
aggravated assault.
C.C.A. held that because of the variance in the required
culpable mental states [recklessly vs. knowingly and intentionally),
it is impossible for aggravated assault as submitted in the first
trial to be a lesser included offense to involuntary manslaughter.
MILDRED KERNEY; No. 62,073; Murder; 35 years T.D.C.; Reversed; Judge
Odom; Panel Opinion; March 24, 1982
JURY ARGUMENT - UNSUPPORTED BY EVIDENCE AND INVITED JURY TO CONSIDER
PAROLE LAW: District Attorney argued that the Defendant might be inflating her claims a little bit for additional money, that she was
trying to perpertrate a fraud on the jury like she had on the Insurance
Company; and that one Travis Howard who testified had been sentenced
to 16 years in prison, but had only served 6 years. C.C.A. held that
these arguments were reversible error, as they were not based on any
evidence and were a clear invitation to consider the parole law
during punishment deliberations. Clanton, 528 S.W.2d 250; Marshburn,
522 S.W.2d 900.
LEON KING; No. 68,633; Capitol Murder; Death; Affirmed; Judge ~linton;
En Banc Opinion; March 24, 1982
WARRANTLESS ARREST OF DEFENDANT WAS LEGAL: Facts show two men murdered
complainant's boyfriend and then raped and sexually abused the complainant.
Thereafter the police were on the lookout for a certain pickup in a
certain area, which was occupied by two men, shortly after the offense.
An officer stopped a pickup which was occupidd by one person and was
told that D had rented the pickup. The driver let the officer see
D's identification in the glove compartment. The driver was permitted
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to leave. Subsequently the police set up surveillance of the driver's
house. Within several hours D was seen entering the house and then
leaving in the pick up. About the time D left, the officers were
advised that the complainant had identified D's photograph. The
police immediately stopped D and a search of his person revealed a
torn piece of paper in his right sock which had the complainant's
address written on it. At the time of the offense, D had gone
through the complainant's purse and torn the address off of a letter
to the complainant from her parents. Additional testimony showed that
the police were in the process of filing a report with the District
Attorney in order to obtain a warrant when D's arrest occurred. C.C.A.
held that, nearly simultaneous with-the officer' receipt of probable
cause to arrest D, his flight was imminent, there was not time to
procure a warrant and pursuit was authorized. D's warrantless arrest
was justified under the "concrete factual situation" presented in
this case. Honecutt, 499 S.W.2d 662.
ROBERTO GARZA; No. 60,516; Opinion on State's Motion for Rehearing:
Overruled; Judge Roberts; En Banc Opinion; March 31, 1982
NO HARM NEED BE SHOWN IF JURY RECEIVED OTHER EVIDENCE DURZNG
DELIBERATIONS DETRIMENTAL TO DEFENDANT: C.C.A. reemphasized that
when evidence shows that "other evidence" was received by the jury
during it's deliberations and that "other evidence" was detrimental
to the Defendant, Article 40.03 (7) C.C.P. requires reversal. C.C.A.
will not inquire into whether or how the jurys deliberations were
affected by this "other evidence" when the two requirements of Article
40.03 (7) had been met. Rogers, 551 S.W.2d 369; Hunt, 603 S.W.2d 865.
EX PARTE DANNY YBARRA; No. 68,832; Relief Granted; Judge Clinton;
En Banc Opinion; March 31, 1982
DEFENDANT WAS DENIED THE EFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL: The night
before D was to go on trial for murder, a senior law partner handed
the newest associate in the firm D's case. Apparently D had no prior
trial experience and knew next to nothing about criminal law as he only
studiedthecode of Criminal Procedure before trial and that was it
for preparation. Said counsel shot from the hip during trial, quickly
ran out of ammunition and was massacred. D received a 99 year sentence.
The State's evidence was entirely circumstantial and suggested a
number of outstanding reasonable hypotheses besides D's guilt; yet
trial counsel presented no evidence. Judge Clinton, speaking for the
court, found that the assistance provided D was shockingly ineffective.
Ex Parte Duffy, 607 S.W.2d 507.
BOB BOWDEN; No, 60,551; Opinion of Appellant's Motion for Rehearing
Denied; Aggravated Robbery; 20 years T.D.C.; Judge
Onion; En Banc Opinion; March 3, 1982
WHEN MUST SUGGESTION AS TO DEFENDANT'S TRUE NAME BE MADE TO BE TIMELY?
The suggestion as to the Defendant's true name in the indictment or
information to be timely must be made at the time of the arraignment

or it comes too late. In this case it was not timely made; secondly,
D was known by both names, so there was no error.
BILLY JACKSON; No. 60,719: Aggravated Robbery; 20 years T.D.C.;
Affirmed; Judge Teague; Panel Opinion; March 3, 1982
C.C.A. FOUND THAT STATE'S WITNESSES WERE COMPETENT TO TESTIFY TO
D'S GENERAL REPUTATION: This case is important, not so much for
the facts or holding, but for the principles of law Judge Teague
took the time to set forth, for the benefit of Bench and Bar.
Judge Teague writes as follows:
"A witness' testimony that the general reputation of a defendant
is bad for having a particular character trait in the community
in which he lives must be based on discussions with others
concerning the Defendant, Johnson v. State, 614 S.W.2d 148 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1981); Mitchell v. State, 524 S.W.2d 510 (Tex. Cr. App.
19751, or on hearing others discuss the defendant's reputation,
Carrillo v. State, 591 S.W.2d 876 (Tex. Cr. App. 1979), and not
just on personal knowledge, Beecham v. State, 580 S.W.2d 588 (Tex.
The discussion must have been more extensive
Cr. 'APP. 1979)
than just with people in the prosecutor's office, Wright v. State,
609 S.W.2d 801 (Tex. Cr. App. 1980), but discussions just with
other peace officers in the defendant's community are sufficient
to qualify a witness on reputation. See Martin v. State, 449 S.W.
2d 257 (Tex. Cr. App. 1970); Sanchez v. State, 398 S.W.2d 117
(Tex:Cr.
App. 1976). Additionally, the reputation opinion must
be based on facts or rumors other than the actions for which the
defendant is being tried. Watson v. State, 605 S.W.2d 877 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1980); Stephens v. State, 80 S.W.2d 980 (Tex. Cr. App.
1935). However, general reputation testimony is admissible even
though it is partially based on a discussion of the offense for
which the defendant is being tried, if it also is based on a
discussion of matters other than the instant offense. Watson v.
State, supra; also see Gholson v. State, supra."

.

We put it another way: General reputation testimony that goes to a
2/
particular character trait a defendant may have in the general communtiy
in which he lives is opinion testimony based on hearsay and need not be
based on the witness' awareness of specific acts, or on his personal
knowledge of the fact of the defendant's arrest for the alleged offense
on trial, if the witness testifies that the reputation-character trait
i s good. Shelton v. State, 494 S.W.2d 851 (Tex. Cr. App. 1973); Frison
v. State, 473 S.W.2d 479 (Tex. Cr. App. 1971). If a witness testifies
that a defendant has a general reputation for a particular character
trait, and testifies that the defendant's general reputation for having
that trait is good, it is not necessary that the witness be personally
acquainted with the defendant in order to speak of the defendant's general reputation which the witness knows, and the reputation of the
defendant need not have been discussed by the witness with anyone prior
to the date of the alleged offense. Frison, Id. However, before a witness can testify that the defendant's general reputation for having a
particular character trait is bad, the witness must have actually discussed the matter with someone, and that person must have told the
witness that the defendant's general reputation for having that particular character trait was bad.
April 19821VaMfEfor the a f m e SD-25

"Witnesses Prock, Casey, and Bockel partially based their testimony on the acts appellant was being tried for, but their testimony was also based on other acts, and each had discussed appellant's general reputation with others; therefore, their testimony
was properly qualified. Witness Collins talked to others about
appellant's reputation in general, thereby clearly qualifying
his testimony. No challenge was made to the testimony of
Thronton, so no error is shown in allowing him to testify.
Witness Fletcher did not talk to anyone other than persons at the
scene of the orbbery for which appellant was being tried. He did
not indieate clearly whether his conversations about appellant's
reputation were based on anything other than appellant's actions
in committing that offense, but he also did not state such conversations were based only on such actions. Once a general reputationcharacter witness has indicated that he had discussed with others
a defendant's general reputation for having a particular character
trait, the burden is then on the defendant to show clearly that
those discussions were based solely on the defendant's actions
which are the subject of the trial. Otherwise, the witness'
general reputation testimony is admissible. See Watson v. State,
supra.
Further, Fletcher was a peace officer in appellant's community.
He did not testify to anyghing other than that he was familiar
with appellant's "bad" reputation for the character traits of
peaceable and law-abidins Fletcher's testimonv was harmless.
See Watson v. State, supr
Wright v. State, sup1ra.
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motion to dismiss for violation of the right to a speedy trial.
(R.1-14.15).
2. The prosecutor committed fundamentalerrorby commenting
on the appellant's right to remain silent, and commenting on
her right to counsel in violation o f the Fifth and Sixth Amendments to the United States Constitution. [This ground for
review was not raised in the court below and is presented as
unassigned, fundamental error.] (R.ll-111,198-199).
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THE
COURT
O
F
APPEALS
HAS DECIDED AN IMPORDallas, Texas 75202
TANT
QUESTION
O
F
STATE
LAW
WHICH IS BOTH UN(214) 651-0543
RESOLVED AND IN CONFLICT WITH THE APPLICABLE
ATTORNEY
R APPELLANT DECISIONS O F THE COURT O F CRIMINAL APPEALS IN
(ON REVIEW'OONLY)
SUSTAINING THE TRIAL COURT'S DENIAL OF APPEL
LANT'S MOTION T O DISMISS FQR VIOLATION O F RIGHT
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGES O F THE COURT:
TO SPEEDY TRIAL.
Now comes B
T
S
the aovellant herein.
~ u d Sam
~ e Houston Clinton made the following historical
and respectfully petitions this Honorable Court to review the
decision of the Court of Appeals,
Supreme Judicial observations about the constitutional right to a speedy trial:
,affxming the appellant's conviction.
District of Texas at
In the Great Charter granted at Runnymede June 15,
A.D.
1215, King John and the barons swore to observe
STATEMENT O F THE CASE
"hona
Cde and without evil subtletyv that ''to none will
BJ
S
, the appellant, was charged by an
we deny, or delay, right or justice." When George Mason
indictment fded January 29, 1979, under cause number F-79
drafted the first of the colonial bill of rights, drawing
_ in the D i s t r i c t Court of
County, Texas,
from the principles in the Magna Carta, he provided that
with the offense of murder (R. I-3)l. The appellant entered a
in all capital or criminal prosecutions "a man hath a
plea o f not guilty and the cause was tried before a jury from
right. . .to a speedy trial. . !' Because of their grievances
October 10,1979 to October 12,1979 (R.14-6).The trial court
leveled against General Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna,
instructed the jury on thedefensive issue of self-defense as raised
which included failure and refusal "to secure, on a fxm
by the evidence, and instructed the jury on the law of murder,
basis, the right of trial by jury, that palladium of civil
voluntary manslaughter and aggravated assault (R.1-23-33). The
liberty, and only safe guarantee for the life, liberty, and
iury found the appellant guilty of the lesser included offense of
property of the citizen," the People of Texas implanted
aggravated assault, and assessed punishment at h e (5) year conin their fxst constitution a "Declaration of Rights!'
finement in the Texas Department of Corrections (R.1-34-45;
It states that "in all prosecutions by presentment or
R.11-260-304). Formal sentencing was rendered on October 19,
indictment, [the accused] shall have the right t o a speedy
1979, and thereafter notice of appeal was timely fded (R.1-53).
.trial, by an impartial jury!' In Texas today the right
to a speedy trial is "guaranteed" by both the sixth amendSTATEMENT OF PROCEDURAL HISTORY
ment to the United States Constitution and Article I,
This cause was properly before thecourt of Criminal Appeals
Section 10, ofthe Bill of ~ i ~ hoft the
s Texas Constitution.
of Texas at Austin. Pursuant t o Acts, 67th Leg., Cb. 291, 5149,
"The history of the right to a speedy trial and its recepeff. September 1, 1981, the cause was transferred t o the Court
of Appeals, S u p r e m e Judicial District of Texas at - tion in this country clearly establish it as one of the
basic rights preserved by our Constitution." [footnotes
for disposition. On November 16, 1981, the Court of Appeals
omitted] 2
affirmed the appellant's conviction. A mation for rehearing was

- .
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In discussing the Texas Speedy Trial Act, Judge Clinton
stated:
The paradox-also the essence-of the Texas Speedy
Trial Act is that it does not in terms provide for a speedy
trial, but is designed to cause the prosecutor to be "ready
for trial" speedily. Thus, the statutory mandate is that
a trial court "shall grant a motion to set aside an indictment, information, or complaint if the state is not ready
for trial" within prescribed time limitations. . .3
In the case at bar, the calendar of events in the trial court
reveals:
A. Action commenced, January 26, 1979, the date of
appellant's arrest. (Art. 32A.02, §2(c), Tex. Code Crim.
Proc.)
B. The case was set for trial on May 9,1979. Both sides
appeared and announced ready (R.14; R.11-33). The case
was reset to June 15,1979, for trial (R.1-4).
C. On May 14, 1979, the State filed with the Court
an announcement of ready as of May 11, 1979, (R.1-11).
D. On June 15, 1979, this case was reset to July 16,
1979, for trial, a t the request of defense counsel (R.1-4;
R.11-33-34).
E. On July 16,1979, the case wasreset fortrial to August
6, 1979 (R.1-4; R.11-34). Appellant and .her counsel
apparently waived her rights to a speedy trial for this
time period. (R.11-34).
F. On August 6, 1979, the case was reset for trial to
August 27, 1979 (R.1-4).Again appellant waived her rights
t o a speedy trial for this time period (R.11-35).
G. On August 27, 1979, the Court "carried" the case
in an attempt to try i t later in the week (R.11-35).
H. On August 29, 1979, the Court was unable t o hear
this case. It was reset to September 14, 1979, for a plea
(R.11-36). Both sides announced ready (R.14).
1. On September 14, 1979, both sides announced ready
but the case was reset for trial to October 8, 1979 (R.1-4;
R.11-36).
J. On October 8, 1979, the case was called for trial but
the State requested a continuance because of the unavailability of a witness (R.11-36-37). The case was reset
to October 10, 1979 ( ~ . f - 4 ) .On that date the trial began.
The Court of Appeals' opinion recognizes the correctness of
ppellant's calendar of events (Opinion, pg. 3 4 ) .
The Speedy Trial Act provides the time limitations by which
le State must be ready for trial. Exceptions to the time requirelents are also listed. Because of the specificity of the statute,
)me of the foregoing time periods and their effect should not
e in dispute. Appellant will f r s t deal with those matters and
Len turn to the areas which may or may not be in dispute.
rom the commencement of this action to the day of trial
anuary 26, 1979 to October 1 0 , 1979) two hundred, fifty
ght (258) days elapsed.

.

Art. 32A.02, 51, Tex. Code Crim. Proc., provides that the
:tate must be "ready" for trial within 120 days from the
ommencement of this action. The prosecutor assigned to this
ause stated that he first talked t o a witness in this matter on
22 VCKCEfor the Lkfe~uelApd1982

May 11, 1979 (R.11-16). By written pleading, the State informed
the Court that it was ready for trial as of this date (R.1-11).
However, on May 9, 1979, this cause was set for trial and the
State announced ready for trial. Since at that point the prosecutor had not talked to any of his witnesses, it is hard to accept
the announcement of ready on May 9th; however, no dispute
will be raised on this twoday period. In any event, under the
evidence, the State was not ready for trial until, at the earliest,
May 9. 1979, one hundred six (106) days from thecommencement of this action.
The statute also provides for the exclusion of time from the
period b y which the State must be ready. Art. 32.4.02, 54,
nrpra. One of the exclusions is a period of delay resulting from
a continuancegranted or agreed to by the accused or his counsel.
In this case, appellant requested or agreed t o continuances on
four occasions. The case was reset from June 1 5 , 1979 to July
16, 1979, a period of thirty-one (31) days, upon motion for
continuance of appellant. The case was reset from July 1 6 , 1979
to August 6, 1979, a period of twenty-one (21) days with
appellant agreeing to the continuance. The case was reset from
August 6,1979 to August 27,1979, a period of twenty-one (21)
days with appellant agreeing to the continuance. The case was
reset from August 29, 1979 to September 14, 1979, a period
of sixteen (16) days at the request of appellant. (See R.II-3336). A total of eighty-nine (89) days then is excluded from
consideration herein because of the actions of appellant and
counsel.
If appellant's analysis is correct, the following describes
three applicable time periods. Eighty-nine (89) days of the
elapsed days are excluded from consideration (see D,E,F, and
H, ante). One hundred six (106) of the days elapsed before the
State interposed the claim that it was ready for trial (see, A
and B, ante). Still in dispute are sixty-three (63) days (see,
C,G,I, and J, ante). The evidence shows that the State was not
ready for trial on any of those days.
The State requested a continuance from October 8, 1979
to October 10, 1979, because of the unavailability of a key
witness (R.1-13). While such is an exclusion, the State must
show due diligence in securing the attendance of the witness.
Art. 32A.02, 5 4 (6) (A), nrpra. The evidence shows a lack o f
diligence.
o n September 26, 1979, the prosecutor caused to b e issued
a subpoena for the witness for October 8, 1979. The witness
was not served with the subpoena o r contacted by either the
prosecutor or his investigator (R.11-19). Other than the application for subpoena, n o attempts were made to contact the witness. The prosecutor believed that the issuance of the subpoena alone established diligence. The mere issuance of subpoena
is not, per se, due diligence. Cf. Art. 29.04 (a), Tex. Code Crim.
Proc. The prosecution made no personal attempt t o contact
the witness or to aid in the service of the subpoena. By its own
admission, the State was not ready for trial; due diligence was
established to justify the delay-two (2) more days must be
shifted into the "not ready" column. Now the State was not
ready in this cause for one hundred eight (108) days.
Two blocks of time remain in dispute, a thirty-seven (37)
day delay from May 9, 1979 to June 15, 1979, and a twentyfour (24) day delay from September 14, 1979 t o October 8,

1979. While the record could be more clear on these matters,
it does sufficiently establish a lack of readiness on the part
of the State, (Appellant did not agree to either of these two
continuances). As of May 11, 1979, the prosecutor had talked
with only one witness; this witness was not again interviewed
until October 10, 1979 (R.11-16). No witnesses were contacted
for the August trial date even though the prosecutor announced
ready on that date (R.11-17). The witnesses were not in fact
present and ready for trial, nor had they been contacted to be
present (R.11-17-18). When a subpoena was finally issued in
September for one witness, the witness did not respond. (R.1119-20).
Upon fding and hearing of appellant's motion, the State was
bound t o establish its readiness for trial during the applicable
time frame, Barfield v. State, 586 S.W. 2d 538 (Tex. Cr. App.
1979). In this case, the State showed an anmuncement of
ready on the two areas still in dispute. However, the prosecutor
apparently believed that he could announce ready for trial without interviewing the witnesses, without contacting them to be
available for trial, without applying for a subpoena
the witnesses, and without having the witnesses available at the courthouse for trial (R.11-17.18).
To appellant's knowledge, this Court has never defined what
the Stare must do, in good faith, in order to appropriately claim
that it is ready for trial. Appellant believes that, at a minimum,
before the State may announce ready for trial, its representatives must have interviewed the witnesses, notified the witnesses of the trial date, and the witnesses must be present 01
in a standby position so as t o be available if the canse is called
to trial. Simply knowing, or having a belief, that the witnesses
might be available is not sufficient (R.11-18).
On both the instances still in dispute, the State announced
''ready." Other evidence demonstrates that the announcement
was not buttressed by any substantial effort on the part of the
State to, in fact, be ready. An announcement of ready, when
not ready, is improper.
When all of the evidence is considered, it is clear that o n the
two remaining time ~eriods,the State of Texas was not pre~ a r e dto take the cause to trial. Both time periods must be
added t o the "not ready" column. The State of Texas was not
ready for trial in this canse within the required time period.
The Court of Appeals' opinion seems to suggest that a
motion to dismiss must be faed at the time the 120 days from
arrest has run. Prior to trial means prior to trial. Art. 32A.02,
§3,slcpra. The Court of Appeals' opinion states:
Appellant's motion did not seek to set aside the indictment, except as an alternative form of relief. It requested
that the court "grant her a trial immediately or, alternatively that the indictment now pending against her be
dismissed Pursuant to Article 32A.02 §1(1). ., Texas
code of Criminal procedure.
." The trial court granted
an immediate trial, which was the primary relief sought.
(Opinion, pg. 4).
This reasoning seems to indicate that appellant may waive her
statutory right to a dismissal by also continuing to ask for a
speedy trial that bas already been denied. The only evidence
that the State was ready for trial was that the prosecutor had
talked to one witness on May 11, 1979 (R.11-16). There is no

..
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presumption of ready for trial at each subsequent setting.
In fact, therecord establishes that a s u b ~ o e n afor that witness
was issued on September 26,1979, and was not served (R.11-1820). The prosecutor's narrative of being ready at all times is
a mere conclusion (R.11-21-22).
The Conrt of Appeals' opinion recites:
In light of the trial court's denial af appellant's alternative prayer to dismiss the indictment, we must pcesume
the trial judge found all disputed factual issues in favor
of hisruling. (Opinion, pg. 6).
hi^ is refuted by the examination of the prosecutor (R.II-1122). In addition, the presumption would not apply where the
evidence is to the contrary and the trial court's findings of fact
and conclusions of law do not support such a
(~.1-19-22)4.
A ~ ~ case
~ isudistinguished
~ ~ ~from% Pmire v. State, 588
S.W. ad 789 (Tex. cr. App. 1979), because: (a) the prosecutor
talked with one witness one time; (b) the prosecutor announced
times without any communication with any witready
.,,;
(c) the prosecutor issued a subpoena on September 26,
1979 with no further diligence shown to obtain the one witness
he had talked to on May 11, 1979; (d) the prosecutor Bed for
a continuance on October 8,1979, which was denied (probably
no diligence shown),
with
i state,
e d~
~
~submits ~
that he ~
l ~ ~ l~ f 0,
~ .APP. 1979):
586 S.W. 26 538 542 ( T ~ cr.
l-his declaration is a prima facie showingof conformity
to the ~ ~butt can, be rebutted by evidence submitted
by the defendant demonstrating that the state was not
ready for trial during the A ~ ~ limits.
, ~ hi^ evidence
can be from any source including cross-examination of
those responsible for preparing the state's case, and may
things, a demonstration that the
,f, among
state did not have a key witness or piece of
by the last day of the applicable time limit so
that the state was not ready for trial within that time
limit.
submitted that the Conrt of Appeals erred
1t is
in affirming the judgment of the trial court and the cause should
be reversedand a new trial granted or should be reversed and a
dismissnl entered.
11.
THE PROSECUTOR COMMITTED FUNDAMENTAL ERROR IN VIOLATION OF THE FIFTH AND SIXTH AMENDMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION.
The prosecutor inrroduced evidence of appellant's invocation
her ~ i f t h~ m ~ ~ d m~ei gnhtto remain d e n t , and commented
on her Sixth Amendment right to counsel. This reason for
review was not
in the court belorv and is raised as
,assigned, fundamental error.
The prosecutor violated the precepts of Doyle v. Ohio,
426 US. 610, 617-618 (1976), by using appellant's invocations
of the right to remain silent.
The record reflects thar police woman Jassmann cuffed the
appellant and read her rights to her (R.11-109). She also read
the card to the jury (R.11-110). Thereafter, the following
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occurrcd on direct examination by the Assistant District Atdicted, made to give evidence against himself, crossexamined as to new matters, and treated in every restorney Clark:
pect as any other witness testifying in his behalf exccpt
[By Mr. Clark]: After you had given the Defendant
when there are overriding constitutional 01 statutory
her constitutional rights, did she make any statement
to you concerning this offense?
Jenkins v. Anderson, 447 U S . 231, 100 S.
Ct. 2124,65 f.Ed. 2d 8 6 (1980).
[By Ms. Jassmann] : No. (R.11-111).
This isolated incident might have constituted harmless error.5
One of these exceptions was addressed by the Supreme
Then Assistant District Attorney Clark, on cross-examination
Court of the United States in Doyle v. Ohio [426 U S .
of appellant, proceeded to discredit appellant's plea of self610, 96 S. Ct. 2240, 49 L. Ed. 2d 9 1 (1976)l. The use
defense by using her silence as follows:
of the appellant's silence for impeachment purposes
after the time of arrcst and after her received Miranda
Q. [By Mr. Clark]: Okay. Now, do you recall-you
warnings
is a violation of the due process clause of the
remember Officer Jassmann coming in here, the woman
Fourteenth Amendment.
police officer. Do you remember her testifying?
Cuellar v. State, supra, at 495.
A. [By appellant] : Yes.
The contemporaneous objection rule should have no applicaQ. And do you remember her reading you your constition to the case at bar. In Crawford v. State, 617 S.\V. 2d 925
tutional rights?
(Tex. Cr. App. 1980), the rule was applied to the failure to obA. Yes.
ject to excusing jurors in violation of the lvitherspoon rule.
Q. You had a right to remain silent?
Judge Tom Davis speaking for the five-judge majority stated:
A. I remember her saying a lot of things to me.
In order for this Court to excuse appellant's failure
Q. She asked yon if you wanted to tell her about what
to object to Stulce's exclusion, we would be required
happened?
to assume that the prospective juror was acceptable to
A. Yes.
appellant in every respect and negate the possibility that
Q. And you told her that you didn't; is that right?
appellant looked with favor on the Court's action in exA. I told her my name, age, address and telephone number.
cusing the venireman. Such an assumption would further
Q . And you told her you were not going to say anything
require speculation that appellant would not challenge
else until you talked to your lawyer?
her for cause under Art. 35.16, V.A.C.C.P., and that he
A. I didn't say anything. I just didn't do it.
found Stulce's age, sex, race, occupation, religious preQ. You didn't tell her that he had a knife and he was
ference, marital status, prior jury service etc., acceptable
coming after you and you were afraid?
to the extent that he would not have used a peremptory
A. I told her my name, age and telephone number.
strike against her. Even if we speculate that appellant
9. Ma'am, the question is: You did not tell herwould not have challenged Stulce for cause or exercised
A. No.
a peremptory challenge on her, we cannot assume that
Q. Let me finish my question. You did not tell her then
he would have desired to have her as one of the twelve
that Mr. Lillard had a knife out and was coming at you,
and you were afraid?
jurors (from the entire panel) who was to render a verdict
A. No.
(R.11-198-199).
in his case. We cannot conclude that the only reason appellant failed to object to the exclusion of Stulce was the
Chis questioning amounted to a clear violation of the Fifth
as yet uncstablished defect.. . .
nd Sixth Amendment to the United States Coastitution.6
617 S.W. 2d at 940.
Appellant recognized that violations of a constitutional right
In
appellant's case, there could be no strategy involved in
nay be harmless error beyond a reasonable doubt. Clrapman v.
failing
t o object to evidence that might have tipped the scales
Mifornia, 386 U.S. 1 8 (1967). The tactics o f the prosecutor
truck a t the heart of appellant's case of self-defense and also in a murder prosecution from selfdefense to guilty of aggravated
assault. This error violates two fundamental constitutional rights,
t her right to counsel.
Numerous Texas cases have been reversed for using the ie., the right to remain silent and the right t o counsel.
The procedural rule [case law] requiring a contemporanlefendant's silence after arrest as tacit admissions. Hicks v.
'tate, 493 S.W. 2d 833 (Tex. Cr. App. 1973);Harrison v. State, eous objection must give way t o the Fifth and Sixth Amend9 1 S.W. 2d 920 (Tex. Cr. App. 1973); Sharp v. State, 217 ments requirements where in conflict. Ohio v. Roberts, 100 S. Ct. 2531 (1980); IVnsl~irr~to~i
u. Texas, 388
.W. 2d 1017 (Tex. Cr. App. 1949). I n Sharp, the Court in U.S. -,
U.S. 1 4 (1967). This Court has recognized the rule. Texas
onsidering silence after arrest, said:
Board
of Pardom and Paroles v. A4iller, 590 S.W. 2d 142 (Tex.
After his arrest the state could not avail itself of his
silence as evidence of guilt or as destructive of the explanCr. App. 1979) [En Banc], and Texns Departmerlt of Corations of his conduct.
rections G. Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles v. Dalelrite,
The recent case of Cuellar v. State, 613 S.W. 2d 494 (Tex. -S.W. 2d
(#68, 891; 11/4/81) [En Banc]. In Mlller
:r. App. 1981), states the general rule of the scope of cross- and Dalekite, the Court was confronted with conflicts between
xarnination of a defendant who voluntarily takes the stand: a statutory privilege afforded by state law and a defendant's
The general rule is that once the defendant voluntarily
constitutional right to due process of law. In both Miller and
takes the stand before the jury he is subject to the same
Dalekite, the Court relied on D a m v. Alaska, 415 U.S. 308
rules as any other witness, he may be impeached, contra(1974), in holding that common law and statutory privileges

_
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must yield when in conflict with a defendant's constitutional
right t o due process.
The only apparent reason for not objecting to the Fifth and
Sixth Amendment constitutional error must have been trial
counsel's unfamiliarity with Doyle v. Ohio, s r p a .
In Toliver v. lvyrick, 469 F. Supp. 583, 596-603 (W.D.
Mo. 1979), the Court held that Missouri state procedural law
requiring a contemporaneous objection to Miranda tainted
statements did not serve a legitimate state interest and would
not bar habeas review.
Doyle v, Ohio, supra, applied the rule of United States v.
Hale, 422 US. 171 (1975), to the States. The similarity of the
forbidden examination by the prosecutor in Hale t o appellant's
case is as follows:
In a n effort to impeach Hale's explanation of his
possession of the money, the prosecutor caused Hale t o
admit on cross-examination that he had not offered the
exculpatory information to the police at the time of
his arrest:
Q. "Did you in any way indicate [to the police] where
that money came from?"
A. "No, I didn't."
Q. "Why not?"
A. "I didn't feel that it was necessary at the time!'
422 US. at 174.
No obiections were made to the examination.
It is
submitted dlat the questioning
the
appeUant by the prosecutor constituted fundamental error in
violation of the Fifth and Sixth Amendments t o the United
States Constitution, and the cause should be reversed and
remanded for a new trial.
PRAYER
WHEREFORE, for the foregoing reasons, appellant respectfully prays that this Honorable Court grant discretionary
review of the matters contained herein, and further prays that
pursuant to Ground for Review I, the conviction be
and remanded withinstructionsto enter a dismissal, or, pursuant
to the remainine Ground for Review 11. that the conviction
be reversed and the cause remanded for a new trial.
Respectfully submitted,
Charles W. Tessmer
Texas
for
(On ReviewOnly)
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SOME QUESTIONS TO
ASK ABOUT
CONFESSIONS
Joseph A. Connors IIZ
McAllen
Following are additional questions from PartB
o the article by A4r. Connors which eppeared in
t e February issue.

f

Q. If Officer

had told you that,
would you have then given him your
statement like you did?
Q. Did you hear Officer h e r e t o d a y
say that he did not tell you that if you
wanted to remain silent, the police
would not ask you any more questions?

Q. If Officer -had
told you that,
would you have then given Kin your
statement like you did?
Q. Did you hear Officer ___here today
say that he did not tell you that if you
wanted to remain silent, the police
would not talk anymore about this case
in your presence?
Q. If Officer ___had
told you that,
would you have then given him your
statement like you did?
Q. Did you hear Officer s
a y here
today that he did not tell you that since
you could not reach anyone on the telephone, the ~ o l i c ewould hold off interviewing you until after you could make

another phone call and taIk to the party
you wanted to reach?
Q. If Officer h
a
d told you that,
would you have then given him your
statement l i e you did?
Q. Did you hear Officer s a y h e r e
today that he did not tell you that if you
gave a statement, it would help you in
Court?
Q. Did officer
tell you anything
like that?
Q. What did he tell you?
Q. If Officer
had not told you
that, would you have then given him
your statement like you did?
--

.

. a
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Announces

Forensic Sciences Symposium-1
982
For Medical Examiners, Coroners,
Law Enforcement Personnel & Attorneys

June 28 to July 2-New

York City

Course Directors: Michael M. Baden, M.D., New York
Werner Spitz, M.D., Detroit
This symposium provides a concentrated Intensely practical review and updating of major subjects in the
forensic and investigative sciences. Summary presentations and follow.up workshops are specifically
designed to meet the everyday needs of the forensic practioner,law enforcement personnel and attorneys.
There i s a written course syllabus.
Special Features

Lectures and workshops designed to meet the everyday needs of forenslc practitioners, law enforcement
personnel and attorneys.
Presenting scientific evidence in the courtroom.
Speclai problems of the defense attorney.
Mini.courses on selected topics.

How to use the crime and toxicology laborator~es.
How to establish a medical examiner system"pros" and "cons':
"Meet the Faculty" An opportun~tytc consult informally
wlth the faculty on areas and problems of the
regislranl's interest.

A distinguished guest faculty of medical examiners, pathologists, attorneys, judges, crime laboratory
scientists, psychiatrists and dentists from throughout the United States will participate.
Accreditation: 32 credit hours
Tuition: $315 payable when s u b
Registration: NYU Post-Graduate
Category I, Physicians
mitting application. $250 for police
Medical Schooi. 550 First Ave.
Recognition Award,
officers, detectives, district
New York, New York 10016
American Medical Association
attorneys, and crime laboratory
(212) 340-5295 (24 hour telephone)
personnel. $220 per registrant for
groups of six or more from a single
office.
V 4182

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE
from page 12
however, if Judge Dally's dissenting
opinion in Richardson v. State74 is
ever adhered t o by a majority of the
court, Although expressly stating he does
not "necessarily advocate a change. ."75
in requiring the circumstantial evidence
charge, Judge Dally effectively notes
that in most jurisdictions a charge on cir-

.

cumstantial evidence is not required.
He emphasizes that the United States
Supreme Court considers the traditional
circumstantial evidence charge confusing
and incorrect.76
With all due respect t o Judge Dally,
although he recognizes the general
attitude of the Supreme Court, he fails
to note that such attitude is expressly
conditioned upon the jury's being "properly instructed on the standards of

reasonable doubt."77 In Texas, instructions as to reasonable doubt are improper.78 Until that proscription is
altered, the circumstantial evidence charge
is not only a defensive luxury hut a trial
necessity.
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placement office in his particuIar school.
Your cooveration in disseminating this
information will he greatly appreciated.
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Dear Editor:
I have just finished readingclif Holmes'
editorial in the February issue of VOICE
and it compels me to write a very rare
letter to an Editor. I also apologize in
advance for the length of this Letter.
I am nearing the completion of a five
(5) week series of a discussion group and
lecture series, in a church group, dealing
with capital punishment. I believe that
Clif is right, that the people of this state
do not want to kill these Defendants,
that they simply respond to the only
Iawful duty, as opposed to moral duty,
available to them.
I too have joined in the charade of
jury selection in a capital case. At first,
I was cajoling the jurors to say that they
could impose the death penalty, even
after they had voiced moral objections
to same. .and thereafter hoping that
once on the jury I could convince them
to go back to that moral conscience,
ind those moral abjections, to render a
verdict against the death penalty. As the
able prosecutor argued, I was asking them
to voice their only moral conscience,
thereby disobeying their oath and the
law. The ~ e f e n d a n tis now Number 646
on Death Row.

.

LETTERS continued
Aside from the moral issues inmlved,
the
of a mistaken execution
does exist, no matter what your neighborhood prosecutor or policeman tells
you. I have also defended a capital case
in which an acquittal was gained over
some eight (8) hours of tape recorded
confessions made by my client. Lo and
behold, another person was indicted for
the same crime some two (2) years later,
and the District Attorney .stated that be
did not now believe that my former
client had ever had anything to do with
the murders.
Shortly after those trials, I attended
a seminar and an unnamed representative of TCDLA quickly shut off my
attempted discussion of legislative change
as being premature. I suggested that
perhaps a third alternative sentencelife without parole-would alleviate the
willingness to choose the death
sentence over a life sentence, which the
public believes will return the defender
to societyina few short years. Thegentleman stated that such legidation would be
premature because we could never get it
through the legislature.
So-like Clif says-Igave my conscience
a day-or a year-off. Well, how can we
continue giving our collective consciences
time off. Perhaps life withom parole is
not the answer, but it is inconceivable
to me that the accumulated expertise
of TCDLA cannot write and sponsor
a substitute statute that not only protects
society, as they deserve to be protected,
hut doesnotresort to the barbaric punishment of death.
Our esteemed colleague, Craig Washington, just yesterday, argued a capital case.
Perhaps his legislative expertise, together
with a committee selected by the President of TCDLA can author a bill, with
acceptable substitutes, to he presented
to the next legislature.
We probably won't get it passed-but
a t [east our heads won't be stuck in the
sterile sands of law leaving our gutless
asses shining, shamelessly.
Tell your conscience it's time to go
hack to work.
Sincerely,
Richard C. Mosty
Kerdle
Gentlemen:
Please he advised of my change of address. Please forward all future TCDLA

Stop, and think; just how gseat our
Constitution is. Mr. Justice Davis captured its broad significance in a passage
of EaparteMifbgan, 7 US.2,120 (1866):
"The Constitution of the United States
is a law for rulers and people, equally
in wat and peace, and covers with the
shield of its protection all classes of men,
at aU times, and under all circumstances."
Moreover; the ill of ~ i g h t sis the
vanguard of procedural due-process, as we
recall the eloquent words of Mr. Justice
Douglas in Joint Anti-Facist Refusee
Committee v. McCrafh, 341 US. a t
Dear Editor:
179 (1951) [concurring) :"It is not withPlease allow me to applaud your out significance that most of the prostaunch reflections in respect to the visions of the Bill of Rights are proceBill of Rights [January 1982 VOICE for dural. I t is procedure that spells out the
tlzeDefense, Editor's Corner.]
difference between rule by law and rule
1 have assisted prisoners, defense by whim or caprice. Steadfast adherence
lawyers, the courts, and legislative bodies, to strict procedural safeguards is our
in a paralegal capacity, and have become main assurance that there will be equal
sensitive to iudividual rights and liberties justice under law."
Yet, there are those who seek to choke
as my advocacy has progressed. The
VOICE for the Defense journals have the very breath from the ~ i l of
t Rights.
proven to he a priceless aid in complex This issue was once pondered in the early
defense matters.
Supreme Court years by Mr. Chief JusAs citizens of America, we should tice John Marshall inMarbury v. Madison,
remember well the proud heritage of our 1Cranch 137; 2 L.Ed. 60 [1803], where
Constitution-and its Bill of Rights; it was stated: "If it had been intended
indeed. I now call attention to currentto leave it in the discretion of the legisnational events m America which cast lature to apportion the judicial power
a dark shadow upon our great Constitu- between the supreme and inferior courts
tion's Bill of Rights. As a registered lobby- according to the will of that body, it
ist [No. 05159000] with the U.S. Con- would certainly have been useless t o have
gress, I am familiar with legislative en- proceeded further than to have defined
deavors. What I shall relate here is of the judicial power,
. .It cannot be
monumental importance to criminal assumed that any clause in the Constitudefense lawyers and defendants alike. tion is intended to he without effect:
A potential crisis lurks at the fringes and, therefore, such a construction is
of our system of law.
inadmissible, unless the words [of the
There are now over twenty (20) Constitution] require it.. . ."
Bills before Congress which seek to dimiArticle 111 of our Constitution itself
nish the power of our federal courts had created the Supreme Court's power.
[mduding the U.S. Supreme Court] Congress can create inferior courts,
in a drastic attempt to resurrect Mc- hut cannot dictate judicial iuterpretaCarthyism. The current President of the tion.
Our Constitution can only be
American Bar Association: Mr. David changed by two-thirds of the State's
R. Brink has commented that this ploy vote for ratifxation by amendment.
"could produce the most serious constiLet there be no mistake. Our Constitututional crisis since the Civil War." [sic]. tion is in jeopardy, and its protection is
Proponent-activists describe their im- sanctioned by the people, for where laws
pending campaign as a way to change end in the hearts of people no piece of
legal rulings on issues too emotional for paper can save it. We must support our
Congress to settle head on. The implica- Constitution now, or suffer dire consetions are frightening. If such activism is quences later!
condoned, in effect, Congress would
dictate to the federal courts how and what William C. H. Coppola, paralegal Mentor
to interpret as jurisdictional sanctions. C.S.P.R. National Chairman,
Habeas Corpus-as one example-[and a N.P.P.A. Executive Director
prime target in the campaign] would be T.D.C.. No. 283650 RUis Unit
Huntsville, Texas 77340
severely diminished.

material and of course the VOICE to this
office.
Thank you very much.
I remain yours truly,
Marshall Davis Brown, Jr.
Houston
P.S. And also express my thanks to Lawyer Brown for his outline of DWI ~ e f e n s e
as printed in the winter issue of VOICE. I
found it most instructive and put it to
direct use.

..

Dear Editor:
Enclosed is a copy of the table of
contents from a 112-page pubblication
titled "Immigration Consequences of
Criminal Convictions." The materials
indude outlines and sample i lea dings
from a seminar presented in San Francisco
earlier this year.
As most defense attorneys in this
area represent aliens, and the immigration consequences are seldom clear,
you may wish to advise your readers
o f this pblication. I t may be ordered
from the N.L.G. National Immigration
Project, 120 ~oylstonStreet,Room 1009,
Boston, Massachusetts 02116, for $20.00.
The materials emphasize California statutes to some extent, but appear to be
generally applicable in Texas.
Sincerely,
Alan Vomacka
Attorney At Law
Houston, Texas
Enclosure :

Center committment.
~outhfinloffenders.
D. Diversion.
I. Introduction
A. Who is an "alien"?
VI. Post Conviction Remedies
B. Deportation vs. exclusion.
A. Judicial recommendation
C. Good moral character.
against deportation.
D. Reentry doctrine.
B. Motion to withdraw guilty
E. Criminal provisions of INA.
plea.
C. Petition for writ of error
11. Crimes of Moral Turpitude
Comvn Nobis.
A. List of crimes.
B. Petty offense statute.
VII. Remedies to and Waivers From
C. Title 21 USC §844.
Deportation
D. INA §§212(a) (9) & (10)
A. Waivers.
and 241ja) (4).
B. Suspension or deportation.
C. Political Asylum.
111. Drug Offenses
D. Deferred Action.
A. Drug schedules.
E. Voluntary departure.
B. INA § §212(a) (23) & 241(aJ
(11).
,
VIII. State Enforcement of 1mmigw
IV. Other ~ e p o r t a b l Crimes
e
tion Law and Immigration Holds
A. List and description.
A. Bail.
B. Holds.
V. Plea Bargaining
C. Petition for writ of habeas
A. Hypothetical problem.
corpus.
B. California Rehabilita%ion
TABLE OF CONTENTS

C.

.

MR. GUERINOT: Here we got an and the Court after having heard the eviGreat moments in courtroom history
should beshared. The VOKE willpublish armed rohbsry and got ~ a n i e ~
l a f f z i ~ e rdence and arguments of counsel relative
excerpts from courtroom tran~fiptswith all the stuff on him and he says, to the matter of punishment, now assesses
whose outrageousness demand presents- "I did the robbery." What more could the same at one year in jail. It%my duty
tion. Submissions should be sent to you want? He says, "I did it." He says, now to sentence him. Stand up, Mr.
VOICE for the Defense, 314 W: Ilth, "I did it.'" He tells the officer, he says. Cleveland. Do you have anything t o say
why I should not sentence you in this
Suite 3 15, ust tin, TX 78701.
,<Idid the robbery. I needed the money."
Then he takes the stand for you and he matter?
makes a few little things about being in DEFENDANT: Anything?
jail for nine months. You are a breath COURT: Yes, any legal reason why you
GIVE HIM A ROAD MAP
away from the death house when you are should not be sentenced.
subrnitfed by Kennefl: E. Houp, Jr. looking at the barrel of one of those DEFENDANT: Anything?
Auafh T ~ X Q S
fully loaded. Fully loaded, w a l k i i the COURT: Yes, anything, anything you
streets of your community. This man is have to say please say it.
Q. (Defense Attorney) During Your inves- a hijacker. He is a oue hundred percent, DEFENDANT: Anything I have to say?
~ hijacker~ from r COURT:
i Yes, sir,~ anything.
~
~
tigation, did you come up with any in- full-blooded ~
formation that the Defendant had spoken california,
DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. F- you (indito various people about going to Barf
THE DEFENDANT: ThatPs a bunch cating).
(sic), Canada?
THE COURT: The defendant having been
of bMR. NELSON fProsecutor1: Banff
MR. GUERINOT: That's exactly asked if he had anything to say why senMS. MOORE: (~rosecutorj: Banff.
what's going on.
tence should not be pronounced and havTHE COURT: B-a-n-f-f, Canada.
ing answered nothing in bar thereof, it is
ordered in accordance with the judgment
that he serve one year in jail.
In addition thereto, he is f h e d $500
NATIVE WIT
FREEDOM OF SPEECH
for
contempt of Court, to be served after
submitted by Brian W. Wice
mbmitted by Judge Larry Gist
Houston, Texas
Beaumonf, Texas his one year confinement, and he is remanded into the custody of the Sheriff.
MR. GUERINOT (D.A.): He told him COURT: Onthisthe 12th day of January,
1982, the Defendant having elected in
he did.
THE DEFENDANT: 1did not take that writing t o have the Court assess pnnkhmoney.
ment, and thejury havingbeendischarged,
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BOARD MEETING
IN HOUSTON
FEBRUARY 20,1982
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AVAILABLE FROM
YOUR TCDLA OFFICE
PRESIDENT'S PORTaAIT-5 x 7 cobr (other s k s on request)

.........S10.00*

LAPEL PINS-TCDLA togo ingold with b k d enamel, m1itary-typefaPe~er,
7 1 8 " ~314"
$ 8.40%
BELT BUCKLE-TGDLA ~ @ g ~ , s o t i d holds
b ~ s ~westem-style
S
belts up to f 412" wtde,
2-112"~2-3118"~llib" thick
%15.75*
TEXAS CRIhilNAL TRIAL MANUAL by Garland Wier-the pertinmf points of
law at yourffngerfips!
$36.75*(TCDLA members), $42,00P (non-members)
11 8.40*
CRIMINAL LAW OUTLINE-.

..................................
...................
...
...............................

TEXAS BRWATH ALCOHOL TESTING FROGUM-"The Sounr?"for DWI defwse.
Prepub price tw Members and nonmembers:$31,50*
$47.25*(TCRLA members), $57.75" (nonmembers)
*Price indudes tax.

TCDLA
,
315
314 West 11th a ~ e e tSuite
Austin, Texas 78701

ORDER YOURS NOW!

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETING - February 20,1982
Houston

The board of directors met in Houston
ANNOUNCEMENTS: Mr. McDonald
in the East I room of the Holiday Inn reminded those present of the Huntsville
at 10:OO a.m. The meeting was called seminar planned for March 21-26 and the
to order by Charles M. McDonald, presi- TCDLA Spring Trip to Las Vegas planned
dent. Those present included:
for March 25-28.
I. ROLLCALL
OFFICERS PRESENT:
Clifford
11. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Minutes of the December 12, 1981,
Brown, president elect; Thomas Sharpe,
first vice president; Clif Holmes, second board meeting were approved by majority
vice president; Louis Dugas, Jr., secretary- vote.
treasurer; and Steve Capelk, assistant
111. FINANCIAL REPORT
secretary-treasurer.
H.
assistant sccreDIRECTORS PRESENT:CharlesButts,
Donald Dailey, Jr., Eugene DeBuUet, Jr., tarY-treasurer, gave the fulancial rep0rt
ended December 31, 1981.
Rusty Duncan, Tim Evans, David Bires, for the
Gerald Goldstein, Grant Hardeway, Sr., He'eP0rtedthatau expenses were norma1
Knox Jones, James Kreimeyer, Jr., Ed- for the
for "TCDLA
ward ~ ~ ljohn
l J,C
~ ~o,shea,
~ , C.W, publications expense," which totaled
the Purchase
the
Pearcy, Larry Sauer, Stanley Topek, $6,747.75 to
Robert Turner and Stanley Weinberg. Crimi*lal Law Ontrbre.
DIRECTORS ABSENT: William Alex- that this item forced an unbudgeted
December
ander, Richard Anderson, Cecil Bain, deficit for the month
James Bobo, John Boston, Woody Den- totaling S4,779.11.
Year
date, excess revenue Over
sen, William Dunnam, F.R. Files, Jr.,
Michael Gibson, Ronald Goranson, Rich- expenses totaled 54,215.26. Other assets
S20,460.20 in
ard Harrison, Oliver Heard, Jr., Jan at Year end
~ e m p h i l l , Arch McCoU 111, Eduardo ~e'fificates of deposit, which
Rodriguez, David Spencer, Michael Thom- a~proptiatcdexpenses as f ~ h v s :
as, Ron Zipp and Jack Rawitscher. operating pun&
$11,723.30
5,000.00
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS PRESENT: kgislative Reserve
Mike Brown, Joseph Connors 111, Mal- ~ ~ i l d~~~d
i"~
2,686.90
colm Dade, Deborah Gottlieb, Merrilee Br~~tl~arizerA40,lual
1,050.00
Harmon, Fred Tinsley, Jr., Doug Tinker,
520,460.20
Dain \Vhitworth.
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS ABSENT:
Assets on February 19 included
Jack Beech, Melvyn Bruder, Charles $51,259.13 in savings with 520 members
Rittenberry, and Charles Tessmer.
remitting their 1982 dues for a total dues
PAST PRESIDENTS PRESENT: Wel- income for the Year of 870,500. Late
d o n Holcomb, George Luquette and notices in February totaled 1,043 d i c h
included 275 drops from last year, for
Bob Jones.
PAST PRESIDENTS ABSENT: Frank a total of 767 late members for 1982.
Maloney, C. Anthony Friloux, Jr., ReceivablesforJanuary were 547,816.57;
Phil Burleson, George Gilkerson, C. February totals to date were $22,678.94.
Due t o the adjustments in the mailing
David Evans, Emmett Colvin,and Vincent
list, Capelle noted that the association
Perini.
Guests present included Judge Shirley cut the VOICE ~nallinglist by approxiButts, wife of director Charles ~ u t t s mately 200 copies.
o f San Antonio, Dylan and Mrs. Robin
C o n p t e r Reporf
Pearcy of San Marcos, Robert Estrada
Mr. Capclle reported that the computer
o f Wichita Falls, Bdl Habern of Arlington, has been delivered to the office in Austin
by the board in Waco on
and Clarence Thompson, Walter ~ o as
~ approved
d
and Michael McEnrue of Houston. Deccmber 12. Proposals were reviewed

from CPT on rental/purchase and on
loans from several banks; after discussing
with the committee, the decision was
made to go forward with the purchase
plan on the $23,000 computer due to
the lower monthly payment. A down
payment of $2,000 was made and a note
was signed for $21,000 on a four-year
pay out with Austin National Bank at
16 percent. Monthly payments will be
$595.15.
Mr. Capelle reported that one-third
of the dues statements that have been
received reported changes of address.
He ak,o reported that several discrepancies
have been found in the does paid. other
encountered include payments
by non-members who have alternated
years with partners or
individuals.
M ~ Capelle
.
said tllat Afffiated Office
systems, the company we purchased
the word processor from, included the
input of the mailing list at no extra charge
and delivered the machine complete with
the mailing list on disk. Mr. Capelle
reported that we can proceed with the
directory once
have been
complete and additional information
entered on the files. Another savings
the computer will ~rovide,h4r. ~ a p e U e
noted, will be in typesetting expense
for the membership directory. A company has been located in Austin who can
automatically set the directory in type
from our disks, which will result in
considerable savings in typesetting expens,, ~i~~~with late members in several
majoI cities were passed around to the
board for review. ~ r Capelle
.
noted his
intent to invest the dues received in
higher-yield investments.
Mike Brown asked how much the
computer list would sell for once the
system is on linc. Mr. Capelle noted
that this figure will be studied. He informed the board of numerous abilities
of the system to provide the mailing list
by city, zip, address, etc, on labels for
use by the local associations,
Charles McDonald expressed his appreciation and thanks to Steve Capelle, who
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BOARD MINUTES continued
has served this year as assistant secretarytreasurer in Austin. Mr. M c ~ o n a l dnoted
that Steve has devoted a mnsiderablc
amount of time to the association without
pay and has done a tremendous job.
IV. STATE BAR RULES
OF EVIDENCE
Past President Bob Jones reported that
he had been appointed by the president
of the State Bar of Texas to serve on a
committee along with Judge Clinton and
Arch McColl 111 of Dauas dealing with
Rules of Evidence. He reported that t h e
civil lawyers have passed a full set of rules
which they would like t o make applicable
to criminal proceedings. Mr. Jones reported that he and Judge Clinton have
had several discussions during the past
few days regarding the rules and both
agree that additional study would be
needed to see how the rules apply.
These appointments, he reported, were
a result of a letter written by TCDLA
President Charles McDonald in December
insisting that the Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association have input in the
matter, Mr. Jones asked the board for a
resolution stating that we do not necessarily oppose the ruleschanges,but before
any decisions are made, there should
be adequate time for study and input
by members of the criminal defense
bar and judges of practice. His motion
was seconded by President-elect Clifford
Brown. Motion carried.
V. ANNUAL TRIP
Knox Jones reported that 99 airline
reservations have been confirmed by the
home office for the Las Vegas seminar
scheduled March 25-28. Although the
deadline for reservations was February
19th, Mr. Jones reported that the seminar
fee could be paid a t the door if airline
reservations could be obtained. Speakers
lined up for the seminar include Tony
Canales, Emmett Colvin, Gerald Goldstein, Phil Burleson, Frank Maloney
and Richard Haynes. Mr. McDonald
noted that plans had been made to contact Oscar Goodman in La5 Vegas to
invite the Las Vegas bar to attend.

they will receive 60 percent of the income from the registrations. He expressed
his concern regarding the future of the
institute if our association does not
follow through Gth a
Program. Mr.
noted that last Year
the district attorneys were responsible.
for the Program* and TCDLA received
40 percent of the profits which turned
out to be a $34.97 loss. Discussion
was held regarding the criminal bar
sharing the event every thud year with
the prosecutors and the judiciary with the
reputation of the seminar based on our
performance. I t was suggested that someone contact the State Bar regarding
TCDLA's position. It was decided that
President-elect ~ f i f f o r d Brown would
make the contact. President McDonald
offered t o join Mr. Brown.
Mike Brown suggested that since
this is the 100th year of the State Bar,
he would Like for the institute to caU
attention t o those who have been licensed
50 years Or longer having them preside
at the morning and afternoon sessions
of the Criminal Law Institute.

-

=,

EDUCATION
ClifHolmesproposed thatacommittee
officially representing TCDLA be present
at
CDLP seminars. I t was decided that
an official representative of TCDLA
should be on each CDLP agenda to give
Steve
noted
a
a membership speech. It was recommember of our association, Paul T. Halt
copies ofthe
mended that
of Austin, had been recognized for prac- as well as membership applications
ticing 50 years. Mr. capelle noted that a be available at all CDLP functions,
resolution was passed in absentia by
Dis~nssionwas heldregardingthe booth
the board congratulating him on his space at the annual
Steve
years
practice. He noted that Mr. ~
~ noted~ that l the lproject~ had
Holt has been practicing across the street reserved a booth at the back of the
from-the courthouse since he opened his
exhibition area and that TCDLA had
door on October 3,1945.
reserved a booth at the entrance of the

BYLAW AMENDMENTS
COMMITTEE
Mr. McDonald noted that his fum paid
the maximum in membership dues; in
addition to that, he noted that he plans
to return his $1,200 travel advance for
the year. President McDonald opened
the floor to discussion regarding the
mandatory payment of sustaining dues
by all members of the board requiring
that all hoard members be no less than
sustaining members of the association.
He appointed a By-Law Amendment
Committee, chaired by Tom S h a r ~ e ,to
study this and other ~ossiblesugestions
VI. ANNUAL MEETING
for changes in the bylaws at the annual
Clif Holmes reported that he had meeting in July. Mr. Sharpe reviewed
reviewed several potential speakers for the present requirements that the presithe Criminal Law Institute. Steve CapeUe dent of the association must be a charter
asked for suggestions from the board. or sustaining member of the organizaMike Brown noted that since TCDLA tion. Mr. McDonald summarized his
is responsible for the institute this year, point of view by stating that if anyone
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thinks enough of the association to be
on the board, they should pay the bill.
VIII, M E ~ E K S H I PCERTIFICATES
ur. McDonad reviewed his I-equest
from the Waco board meeting regarding
membership certificates not indicating an
expiration date, He suggested that the
original certificate state the original
membership date on the right side of the
diploma and on the left side of the
certificate the words "valid for the year
" would be printed. Each year
a ,ticker would be adhered over the wording
the left side stating that the
certificate was renewed and valid for the
year
." ~h~ motioll passed
with two objecrions. A -tion
to retain
the present certificate and typestyle was
made by wke B
~ seconded
~
~by ~
Charles Butts. Motion passed.
CONTINUING LEGAL

VII.

exhibit. Weldon Holcomb moved and
Eugene DeBullet seconded that the
two groups share the same booth at the
State Bar Convention in Austin. Motion
mrried.
Mike Brown reported that the Criminal
Law Section of the Stare Bar has funds
available to underwrite CLE programs
for local bar associations. He noted that
anyone who is intetested should get in
touch with him or with Tim Evans.
Rusty Duncan noted that there is
an excellent Forensic Sciences Symposium this summer (June 28-July 1)
in New York promoted by the New
York University Medical Center providing
a concentrated review of major subjects
in the forensic and investigative sciences.
The symposium, he reported, is for
attorneys, medical examiners, coroner1
physicians, pathologists and law enforcement officers.

,

X. PUBLICATIONS-VOICE
Stan Weinberg reported that many
great comments had been obtained from
district judges regarding their complimentary issue of the VOICE. He reported
that additional requests had been received
from county judges requesting complimentary issues. Last year, he reported
we were audited by the post office, and
that's why we had to cut the list.
Stan Weinberg stated that he has
received many requests regarding members who are running for office; he requested the board's recommendation regarding publishing politicaldata,regulated
b y the 501(c)(6) IRS Code. Discussion
was held regarding
such
statements. Weldon Holcomb moved that
all candidates for the Court of Criminal
Appeals be invited to submit name, age
and qualifications in limited words by
a specific deadline. His motion stated
that no positions be taken and specified
that all candidates beinvited. Tom Sharpe
seconded the motion with the recommendation that a disclaimer he published with
the information. Motion carried.
XI. BUILDING FUND
Mr. McDonald reported that Richard
Anderson and Phil Burleson were working
o n this project in alla as. He reported that
the association is still checking the taxexempt status with more information t o
b e mailed t o members in the next 30 dam.
XII.

COURT OF APPEALS
PUBLICITY
President ~ c D o n a l d reported that
when the Project was in Dallas on February 5, Judge Onion asked our assistance
t o help curb adverse ~ublicityon their
opinions. Mr. McDonald recommended
that a committee be appointed t o study if
there is anything this association can d o
t o curb the ~ u b l i c i t ~regarding the
Court of Criminal Appeals. Clifford
Brown was requested to report on the
matter.
XIII. PAST PRESIDENTS'
PORTRAIT
On February 5, the past presidents,
President McDonald and Presidentelect
Clifford Brown met in Dallas for a group
~ h o t o g r a ~ h~. c ~ o n a l reported
d
that
everyone showed up with the exception
of Dave Evans in San Antonio. Discussion
was held regarding the sale of the photograph as a money-making project. Rosalind
Brinkley wasasked t o provide information

for the next issue of the VOICE regarding
the selling price.
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE
Steve Capelle reported that heis having
trouble recruiting volunteers for the
committee. He asked anyone who is interested to contact him. Discussion was
held on duplicated date of issue of
several legislative bills.
XV. AMICUS CURIAE
Doug Tinker reviewed a case of
judicial misconduct. The board discussed the details and decided that the
matter should be referred to the State
Bar's Judicial Qualifications Committee.
XVI. PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE
Joe Connors reported that Garland
Wier's Criminal Trial Manual had been
the subject of discussion for the past
several meetings. He reported to the
board that it was his committee's recommendation that only the supplement
be published.
He reported that there had not been
enough money collected on the ~ r e a t l t alizer Manual to print. He recommended
that the members of the board who bad
not paid their prepublication mandate
send i n their money as soon as possible.
Discussion was held regarding the publication of the Texas Penal Code as published in 1977 i n conjunction with the
Texas District and County Attorneys'
Association with offenses listed in alphabetical order. Connors reported that the
DA's association is not interested in
publishing it again as it is revised every
two years. Mike Brown reminded members that the data is included in the
Highway Department's publication which
is distributed t o members of the criminal
law section for $2. Weldon Holcomb
noted that the larger editions of this
information will not fit in your pocket.
After printing costs were discussed,
Weldon Holcomb moved and Deborah
Gottlieb seconded that the Texas Penal
Code be published i n short form. Motion
failed. Stan Weinberg noted that he
would publish the information in the
VOICE.
Joe Connors reported that Judge
Blackwell informed him that the State
Bar would not publish any further snpdements to the Texas Crin~inalPattern
jury Charges which is currently five years
out of date. Blackwell recommended
that the DA's association and TCDLA

publish
it as a joint project. Louis Dngas
.
was appointed as chairman of a committee to investigate the publishing of the
book and report back at the April meeting of the board.
XVII. COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
Awards Committee: Rusty Duncan
was appointed as chairman of the 1982
awards committee. He is to report back
t o the president who will serve on his
committee.
Nominating Conlmittee: Presidentelect Clifford Brown was appointed to
chair the 1982 nominating committee.
Area representatives included the following:
District 1:
District 2:
District 3:
District 4:
District 5:
District 6:
~isrrict7:
District 8:

Chairman Clifford Brown,
Lubbock
Joseph Calamia, El Paso
Richard Anderson, Dallas
Weldon Holcomb, Tyler
Louis Dngas, Orange
Knox Jones, McAUen
Charles Butts, San Antonio
Bob Jones, Austin

XVIII. NEW BUSINESS
Tim Evans reported that a committee
entitled "Crime in the Streets" had
been funded by member dues through
the State Bar in the amount of 837,000.
He reported that there are no prosecutors,
lawvers or i n k e s from the criminal
Law Section on the committee. Mr. Evans
mentioned that he plans to present
a resolution on behalf of the CL Section
at the convention t o make i t mandatory
that if the president of the State Bar
creates a committee relating t o Criminal
Law, that some members of the Criminal
h w Section be on the committee.
XLX. MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY
Steve CapeUe asked the board's approval to ~ u b l i s hthe membership directory
in a smaller size, to improve the quality
of the publication with embossing and
gold lettering. Clif Holmes seconded
that the book be published as Steve
presented. Motion carried.
X. ADJOURNMENT
President McDonald announced that
the next meeting of the board would be
held o n April 17 in San Antonio at the
LaManrion Hotel. No further business
being brought before the board, Stan
Weinberg moved and Rusty O'Shea
seconded that the meeting be adjourned.

- -
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TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION, 314 West 1lth, Suite 315, Austin, T X 78701

Some of the best legal
- minds

. . .in this state already belong t o the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association. We believe we have now
the best Criminal Defense Bar in the United States. We maintain that level of excellence by continuously
seeking out new minds, new energies. Therefore we want YOU. . .if your legal and personal philosophies
are compatible with our purposes and objectives:

0

To provide an appropriate state organization represent- 0 To improve the judicial system and to urge the selecing those lawyers who are actively engaged in the detion and appointment to the bench of well.qualified
fense of criminal cases.
and experienced lawyers.
0
0
To protect and insure by rule of law those individual
To improve the correctional system and to seek more
rights guaranteed by the Texas and Federal Constitueffective rehabilitation opportunities for those contions in criminal cases.
victed of crimes,
0
To resist proposed legislation or rules which would cur0
To promote constant improvement in the administratail such rights and to promote sound alternatives.
tion of criminal iustice.
0
To promote educational activities to improve the skills
ADVANTAGES FOR REGULAR MEMBERS
and knowledge of lawyers engaged in the defense of
OTCDLA Membership Directory-referrals to and
criminal cases.
fromcriminaidefenselawyerrin over 100Texascities.
P"""""""""P"""""""""'"""""?P"""""""""'"""""?P"""""""""'"""""?P"""""""""'"""""?P"""""""""'"""""?P"""""""""'"""""?P"""""""""'"""""?P"""""""""'"""""?P"""""""""'"""""?P"""""""""'"""""?-,
OOutrtanding Educational Programs-featuring recog-

I
I
II
I

Name (as recorded on Bar Card1

1

Street or Box No..

I
I
I
I
I
I
II

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

I

(pleareprint ortype)

Name (as desired in Membership Directory)

I
I

Date of Birth
C ~ t and
y Zlp Code:
F~rm
Name:
Business Telephone. AC

I

Date Admltted t o State Bar of Texas

Bar Card No.

Admitted to Practice I":
Law School (Name. degree, dam)

I

i

I

College (Name, degree, date1

I

i1 (If student, expected date of graduation)
I
I

Professmnai Organvations in which applicant s member in good standmg:

nized experts on practical aspects of defense cases.
TCOLA and the State Bar annually present many
seminars and courses in all parts of the state.
0 TCDLA Brief Bank service.
~Publicatians,including the monthly VOICE for the
Defense with its "Significant Decisions Report"
of important cases decided by the court of criminal
appeals and federal courts.
*Attorney General's Crime Prevention Newsletter.
Summaries of latest court of criminal appeals cases
available to private practitioners only through
TCDLA's group subscription, included in dues.
0 Organizational Voice through which criminal defense
lawyers can formulate and express their position on
legislation, court reform, important defense cases
through amicus curiae activity.
ODireountr and Free Offerings for pubiications of
interest to criminal defense lawyers.
0 Research service available at a reasonable hourly
rate; messenger service in Capitol area.

I

ELIGIBILITY AND DUES

I

Voluntary Sustaining dues (VSI.
.$300.00
Sustaining dues ISUS1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200.00
Dues for members in the firm of
asustaining member ISMFI
50.00
Members admitted to practice: (MEMI
50.00
2 years or less
2 5 years
100.00
50, more years
160.00
Affiliate:
Persons in careen which contribute to
defenre of criminal cases, e.g., law professors, are
elibible for affiliate membership upon approval Of
the application and receipt of the annual dues.
Affiliate dues (AFFI
25.00
Students: Thore regularly enrolled in a law school
in Texasare elibible for student membership.
Studentdues ISDM)
20.00

Effective: January 1,1982

I

.......

i Have you ever been dwbarred or disciplined by any bar assomation, or are you

I the subject of disciplinary actlon now pending?
I
I
I
(Date)
ISlgnature of Applicant)
I
I
I
ENDORSEMENT
I

I

I
I

-

Mail to.
TCDLA, Suite315.314 West 11th Street.
Austin. TX 78701. 15121478-2514.

-I

Print or type name of member

................
.................

..................

............

I, a member of TCDLA, believe this applicant to be a person of
professional competency. integrity, and good moral character. The
applicant is actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
(Signature of Member)

!I

..........

............

I
I

!

TEXAS
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